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PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONGRESS

OF THE

NATIONAL PRISON ASSOCIATION,

HELD AT CHICAGO, JUNE 7-10, 1893.

OPENING SESSION WEDNESDAY EVENING,
JUNE 7, 1893.

THE
Annual Congress of the National Prison Associa-

tion convened in the Art Palace, Chicago, Wednesday
evening, June 7, 1893, at eight o'clock; the Honorable

JOHN W. ELA, chairman of the local committee of the

association, presiding.

The proceedings were opened with prayer, by the Rev-

erend Father HUGH McGuiRE.

OPENING ADDRESS; BY HON. JOHN W. ELA, CHAIRMAN OF
THE LOCAL COMMITTEE.

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Congress : When the history

of large humanitarian movements comes to be intelligently

and philosophically written, the world will be surprised to

learn how many of them have owed their origin, more
or less proximately, to works of fiction. It is a curious

comrrrentary on our civilization, even in this fin de siecle,

that men do not readily combine to work, in a large way,
for their fellow-men, as a result of pure reason. They need

first to have the circulation stimulated by a sentiment
; they

must be shocked by a concrete exposition of the evil ; and
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all the better if it be wholly imaginative, and painted with

the skill of a literary master.

Thirty years ago, Victor Hugo, the most consummate

literary artist of any age, wrote Jean Valjcan that glorious

epic of the jailbird, and the world immediately awoke to

the fact that it was not the crime, nor even the corrupting

prison experience, but it was the terrible boycott of the dis-

charged convict by all respectable people, after the prison,

which killed hope in his heart, and drove him, inevitably,

into the ranks of the permanent criminal class. Following
this lurid portrait of the friendless jailbird, the emperor of

France created a commission of twenty-one citizens, to in-

vestigate and report on the question,
" What duties does

society owe to liberated prisoners, and how can these best

be secured against a relapse into crime?" Soon after came
the great Irish, or Crofton, system of prison discipline, with

its intermediate stage and ticket-of-leave, the authorities

finding employment for the semi-discharged convicts, as a

part of the general system ;
and then came the formation of

the prisoners' aid associations, all over the civilized world.

We have these associations now, in a large number of the

states in this country ;
and they constitute a main factor in

the reduction of the general average of crime here, which

reduction has been going on so encouragingly in the last

twenty years.

Among the enlightened states which have these prison-

ers' aid associations in operation, I am sorry to be com-

pelled to say, you will not find Illinois. Nearly a dozen

years ago, in connection with several gentlemen, some of

whom I see before me, I had something to do with the form-

ation of such an association in this city. It was a modest

and rather unobtrusive effort. It established a home for

discharged convicts, with an industry, at which the inmates

were kept at work earning their living while places oT em-

ployment were being found for them by its superintendent.
It established communication with the state penitentiary, at

Joliet, then in charge of Major Robert W. McClaughry,
as warden, and it received periodical reports from the peni-
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tentiary, notifying us what prisoners would be discharged
each month, and giving a succinct account, from the prison

records, of the conduct of each such prisoner, and what

trade he had learned, or what industry he had worked at,

during his confinement. It was a slow process, for it was

the first attempt in this community to convince employers
of labor that it was safe, not to say meritorious, to take dis-

charged convicts into their employment. We were obliged,

often, to guarantee the man we recommended, basing the

risk upon our knowledge of his prison history. We took the

risk, and so purchased for him the one more chance for an

honest life
; and, although we are still under the shadow

of the premature decease of our little experiment, we are

proud to be able to say that, during the four or five years
of its fluctuating existence, it put two or three hundred

men each year, into places where they were earning honest

livings for themselves and families
; gave them a free field

once more in which to work out their own redemption ;

and, so far as our last reports show, the failures have been

less than twenty percent.

The abandonment of this work is mainly attributable to

the difficulty in raising funds for the support of the asso-

ciation, and enlisting effort in its behalf. People seem not

to have quite learned how expensive it is to society from

a merely utilitarian point of view, and without reference to

the humanitarian question involved, to discourage every

attempt of young offenders to reform, and so compel them
to take up the permanent practice of criminality as a

means of livelihood ; and so Chicago, with a great peniten-

tiary almost at her doors, discharging more than fifty con-

victs per month, four-fifths of whom take the first train to

this city, for some years has been and now is absolutely
without any form of that modern protective and reformatory

machinery which has been for years in successful operation
in nearly every other enlightened city in the country.

You will pardon me for taking up your time with a

matter of only local importance, when I tell you that my
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object is to emphasize the local benefits which are likely to

result from your holding this congress in our city. Every

intelligent person knows that the real inspiration of the

splendid prisoners' aid association work in this country
comes from the National Prison Association ; and the men
who are doing the work in these aid associations are,

largely, the same men who have made such a magnificent
success of its national congresses. The sessions of such a

body, and of the International Association of Charities,

Corrections, and Philanthropy, which will immediately follow,

can not fail to awaken renewed interest in this subject in

this locality. Another reason why the choice of Chicago
for one of your annual congresses seems peculiarly appro-

priate is the fact that Illinois has long been ably represented
in your active membership. Robert W. McClaughry and

Charles E. Felton are the two men who have crystalized

the results of your association work, and have made intel-

ligent practical application, in the prisons of this state, so

far as unintelligent legislation will permit, of the ideas

evolved from your discussions. They have not only been

prominent in that modern development of penology which

has distinguished your sessions for a quarter of a century,

but they have also been leaders in giving it concrete

expression throughout our country. I would be glad to

devote a portion of my time to complimenting these gentle-

men, were it not for the fear that in thus pleasing you, and

myself, I might embarrass them, as they are to follow me,
on this platform. Frederick H. Wines, whose life-long

work for charities and corrections has given him a world-

wide reputation, and who is the son of the father of prison

reform in this country, and Charles C. Coffin, one of the

organizers of this association, are also among the honored

Illinois names upon your list of members. Some of us

hope we shall live to see the day when the part taken by
Illinois in the practical application of prison reform shall

be in some degree comparable to the part taken by those

gentlemen in the development of the theory of that reform.

We know you, members of this congress ; and we have
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watched your course with intense interest. We have seen

your association grow from a little, tentative conference,

comparing scanty experiences, to your present grand pro-

portions. We sympathize with you in the recent loss of

your distinguished president. We have seen you gradually

changing the standpoint of prison discipline from punish-
ment to reform

;
from remedy to prevention. We have

seen you patiently demonstrate that no human being is irre-

claimable, and that the effort to save and utilize is always
worth the expense. We have followed you anxiously all

these years, while you have been infusing light and hope
into the shadowed outlook of our unfortunate brothers and

sisters, and making life broader and sweeter and more sig-

nificant to the whole human family. Therefore, it is with

a feeling of profound satisfaction that we meet you face to

face, and are enabled to form a personal acquaintance with

the men whose work we have known so long and so well.

You all know that our Governor, John P. Altgeld, has

great sympathy and interest in your work, and has had for

years ;
and it was a matter of considerable disappointment

to him that he was not able to be present and to welcome

you in person. He had a long-standing previous engage-
ment to appear at the commencement of an educational

institution in Champaign, this state, to-night. He therefore

telegraphed to Colonel Charles E. Felton, whom you all know
so well, to speak to you for the state of Illinois. I have

the pleasure of introducing to you Colonel Felton.

ADDRESS OF WELCOME, IN BEHALF OF HIS EXCELLENCY,
GOVERNOR ALTGELD; BY CHARLES E. FELTON, OF
ILLINOIS.

Mr. Chairman, and Ladies and Gentlemen, Delegates to

this Congress of the National Prison Association : Late last

night, I received a telegram from His Excellency, Governor

ALTGELD, requesting me to appear for him, and to welcome

you to our state.

Thanking him for the high compliment paid me, I can
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but express regret that he could not be with us, as his

absence prevents you from receiving the more hearty offi-

cial welcome that your coming deserves. I know that it

would have been his pleasure to be with you to-night,

but for a prior engagement to attend the commencement
exercises of the University of Illinois; and now, in his

name, and for our state, I thank you for having selected

this city as the place in which to hold your congress ;
and

I extend to you a most hearty and cordial welcome.

The Governor, for many years, has taken great interest

in the subjects which have been discussed at the con-

gresses of your association. He entertains, if I understand

him rightly, radical views in relation to crime prevention,

and punishment or penalty for crimes committed. He
thinks the tendency has been toward too much legisla-

tion, more especially as to petty offenses, called misde-

meanors; and somewhat so as toward the more serious

offenses, those classed as felonies or crimes
;
and that far

too many arrests are made by police authorities in

cities; and also that the police court system, not in our

state alone but in several of our sister states, is faulty in

the extreme. He has always been opposed to the letting

of the labor of prisoners by contract
;
and has advocated

earnestly the introduction of reformative agencies in the

management of prisons ;
and has, so to speak, been in

sympathy in all things with the purposes for which your
association was formed. For these reasons, I repeat, I

regret that he is not to be with us to-night.

Your association was organized more than twenty years

ago. Its first president was the then governor of Ohio,
General Rutherford B. Hayes. Following him as presi-

dent was His Excellency Horatio Seymour, of New York;
and among its other organi/.ing members were Hon.

James G. Blaine, Rev. Enoch C. Wines, D. D., Hon. Theo-

dore Roosevelt, Mr. Charles F. Coffin, Mr. Z. R. Brock-

\\,iy, Mr. Frank B. Sanborn, and others, men having
international as well as national reputations, not alone as

scientists, but in fields of public official life. Many of your
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members have been distinguished citizens, a part of whose

life-work has been devoted to the study and exposition of

industrial and social problems, and through whose teachings
and efforts mankind has been and will be benefited, and

the rough corners in the lives of thousands of the weak

and the erring will be so toned that more happiness and

better moral, intellectual, and physical results will be ob-

tained. Those men were unconscious followers of Hugh
Miller, who, in his preface to the Old Red Sandstone, advised

the Carlists that they, as individuals, seek to raise those

beneath to the higher level, and not to lower themselves to

the level beneath. Their work was, and your work is, in

the true interest of highest humanity; and you should be

favored with the presence and the moral support of every
lover of his fellow-men.

At the decease of Governor Seymour, Rutherford B.

Hayes, the former president of the association, who had,

in the meantime, become President of the United States,

and whose term had expired, was again elected president
of this association

;
and he labored with you as such, until

a few months ago, when he also was called by the Father

above
;
but we all feel that he is now with us, in the spirit,

urging to greater effort in the good cause in which you are

engaged. The founders of your association realized that the

then existing inhumanities in many of the prisons of our

country ought to, and must, cease. They did not believe

in the presence of a contractor of prison labor as a factor

in the enforcement of the discipline of, or system of, a

prison ;
nor in the utility of the falling stream of water

upon the head of a prisoner ;
nor in the yoke, or crucifix, as

that instrument for physical torture was called
;

nor the

coffin
;
nor that other like instruments or means were neces-

sary aids either in the care of or in the reformation of err-

ing fellow-beings. Nor did they believe that unsanitary
conditions in prisons should be tolerated

;
nor that dun-

geons should be so located beneath the ground that not a

ray of light from the sun could ever reach them, if their

use be intended as places for punishment of prisoners as
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penalty for violations of the mere formulae or routine for a

prisoner's conduct, even though the imprisonment itself were

for crime. Nor did they think that an under official of a

prison a low-salaried employe should exercise, almost

without restraint, the offices of complainant, and judge, and

executioner of a fellow-man, even were such man a prisoner

in his charge. Nor were those founders so over-sentimental

that they did not require from prisoners willing submission

to reasonable deprivations and rigid but intelligent disci-

pline, and the acceptance of such penalties for offenses com-

mitted in prison as would be deterrent, but not cruel.

What they desired was, to eliminate the harsher methods,
and that moral forces, not physical punishments alone,

should be utilized in making man better.

From the efforts of your association largely, in the hold-

ing of congresses, in the publication of reports, and by other

ways creating public sentiment in the cause, and in secur-

ing legislation favorable to change, many of the unfavor-

able conditions and practices in the prisons of our country
have been changed ;

and in their place moral, not physical,

agencies are now almost always resorted to, in the efforts of

prison officials to control and to reclaim.

Your association, through similar methods, has also se-

cured the establishment of prison reformatories, where the

youthful and the middle-aged uneducated criminal may not

only serve a term of imprisonment at hard labor as a

penalty for his crime, but where he may receive useful

industrial training, and also acquire scholastic instruction,

not merely rudimental, but equal to, and far more prac-

tical than, that extended to our youthful law-abiding people,

by the school systems in the states in which those

reformatories exist. In no other country has there been

so great progress in that line as in this. The pioneer
state in that field was New York, and the pioneer official

in organi/ing and bringing to successful results the then

novel system was Mr. Z. R. Brockway, one of the organ-
i/rrs of this association, as has been stated before. He
would be here to-night, but his professional duties at the
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reformatory at Elmira, N. Y., require his presence there. In

that institution, and also in the reformatory in Massachu-

setts, and in the reformatories in some of the other states,

but more notably in the two named,
'

scientific methods

have taken the place of mere routine, and crime is treated

somewhat as disease is treated. The medicinal aid supplied
is such as will nourish the moral and the intellectual facul-

ties; and the physical tonics are applied through a system
of physical training, not largely at variance with systems
in vogue in gymnasiums outside of prisons, not as punish-

ment, but for development ;
not as deterrents to breaches

of prison rules, but for the purpose of fitting the physical

man for advancement in an intellectual direction.

The mind direction of criminals is not of a single type.

With one it may be toward brutality ;
with another toward

beastiality ;
with another toward the unlawful acquisition of

property. Lately, the medical profession, through scientific

research, and especially by means of vivisection of animals,

has come to realize more fully than ever that brain ab-

normalities and injuries so definitely affect the members
of the body that the least disturbance to a part of the

brain will invariably affect a certain relative part of the

anatomy, and may not affect any other part ;
and if pa-

ralysis of a hand, or of a limb, or of other part, occurs, the

removal of the pressure from that portion of the brain

controlling the affected member will often immediately restore

the member itself to normal and useful condition. From ac-

quired knowledge, the skillful expert diagnostician can, with

almost certainty, locate with exactness the part of the brain

which affects a deranged member, and thereby permits
the use of the surgeon's knife for relief. The localization

of the brain cells, or parts of the brain, which act upon
the moral faculties of man have not been as definitely deter-

mined as have been the motor cells, but soon may be. You are

at work in a field of scientific research, in relation to crime-cause

and the treatment of criminals
; and, with a knowledge of

the progress now made, who can anticipate the facts now
hidden that may be exposed to the light ? and through
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such research and exposure, who can predict the wonder-

ful benefits that may accrue to suffering and erring man-

kind? Keep on with your good work, as you have a cer-

tainty of securing great results.

You have come to our state, and we thank you. We
believe that our country is the pivotal country, around

which, metaphorically, all the earth must eventually turn
;

and we believe this to be the pivotal state of our

country ;
and that this our city is the pivotal city of the

world. Look at its history ! It is but an infant in age,

and still it has a population of a million and a half !

The fire of 1871 came, and the civilized world was

appalled ! but from the ashes of that fire we now have

a city of five or more times its then population, a city

of magnificence, whose people now are, or wish soon to

be, in advance of all other cities, in every department
in industry, in art, in science, and in literature as well,

and especially in the humanity of its people. You have

come at a time when representatives from almost every
civilized nation are here. They admire our progress ;

won-

der at our success; and are dazed at the possibilities and

probabilities of our future. Nature has given to us the

geographical location, and that has called to us, so to

speak, the picked men of the world. We now have at

our White City the greatest of all exhibits of the works of

man
;
and these also are presented to your view. Look at

them look at everything in and about our city, and admire all

that has real merit, and reject that which has not
;
and

then, as you are being lifted up by those object-lessons to

a higher plane, and with regrets that others less favored

can not enjoy with you those feasts to the sense of sight

and to the mind, resolve that you will increase your efforts,

in your association, and in other ways, toward lifting up
those who are approaching the pitfalls of life, and also

endeavor to reclaim those who have fallen therein.

Again, in behalf of the Governor of our state, I wel-

come you.
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The CHAIRMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen: Our committee

visited his honor Carter H. Harrison, mayor of our city,

and extended to him an invitation to come and receive

you. He expressed to us his intense interest in the work

which this association is formed to do, and his sympathy
with the method, and expressed an earnest desire to come
before you, and lend you an encouraging word, as far as

he was able, as the mayor of this city. But it so hap-

pened that he had an engagement, and his engagement
was almost in the nature of a royal command. It was

necessary for him to entertain, in his official capacity, a

representative of the royal house of Spain to-night, at a

banquet. That is a duty and a pleasure which he could

not omit. In fact, he intimated that the chances were

that he might be placed under arrest by a higher author-

ity than even the mayor of Chicago, should he not fulfil

that engagement. He has, therefore, delegated a gentle-

man, than whom if the committee had had entire and

supreme control in the matter, could not have selected a

better
;
and the gentleman whom you have honored and

who has honored you is Major Robert W. McClaughry,
who represents the city of Chicago.

ADDRESS OF WELCOME, IN BEHALF OF HIS HONOR MAYOR

HARRISON; BY MAJ. ROBERT \V. McCLAUGHRY.

Mr. President, and Ladies and Gentlemen : That you are

welcome to this city you have already learned through the

eloquent utterances of the gentlemen who have preceded me.

It is not necessary that I reassure you of the fact. I am
here by order of his honor the mayor, as one of his sub-

ordinate officers, to express to you his sincere regret that

the circumstances which have been alluded to by the chair-

man made it utterly impossible for him to be present, to

extend to you in person such a welcome as he alone could

give. I can assure you, on his behalf, that his regrets are

sincere. I can assure you, on his behalf, that the city of

Chicago is always glad to entertain angels, whether un-
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awares or not, and bid them a hearty welcome. I can

assure you that you will be well taken care of while you
are here. With these assurances, my duty perhaps should

end
;

but I can not forbear to congratulate you upon the

circumstances under which this congress assembles. You
meet under circumstances which encourage and inspire.

You meet under circumstances which have had no parallel

in all the history of the world. You meet under auspices
which will never be present with a prison congress again. Just
to the south of us is the great White City, which you will

all visit many times before you leave, and which stands to

emphasize the fact which this association has asserted for

years past, that only through Christianity, and her hand-

maiden, Civilization, can we work out successfully, not only
the present convict problem, but the other great problems
that so puzzle and distress us all. Therefore, I feel I am
warranted in extending to you our congratulations that you
meet with us under these auspices.

It is true that you meet under the shadow of a great
sorrow. In all our hearts, at this hour, and throughout all

the hours of this meeting, must be present the remem-

brance of that kindly face and that wonderful spirit which

led this association up to this day and hour, and to this

measure of its success. And yet we feel that he is not lost

to us, but that his spirit and his blessed memory are with

us to-night, and will be with us through all the days of

this association, and that we shall individually, through all

our lives, feel his presence as an atmosphere and as an influ-

ence guiding and directing all our thoughts and all our labors

in this blessed work.

Permit me again to assure you of your hearty welcome,
and to wish for the meeting of this association the greatest
success.

The CHAIRMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen: Having been

welcomed by a local committee of citizens, by the state of

Illinois, and by the city of Chicago, and I hope you will

consider yourselves by this time thoroughly welcome, I now
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cease to perform the duties of chairman of this meeting,
which have been so pleasant to me up to this time

;
and

I now have the pleasure of turning you over in safe condi-

tion to the hands of the vice-president of this association,

General Brinkerhoff, of Ohio.

RESPONSE TO ADDRESSES OF WELCOME
;
BY GEN. ROELIFF

BRINKERHOFF, OF OHIO.

Mr. Chairman, and Ladies and Gentlemen: I know that

I express the unanimous sentiment of the members of the

National Prison Association when I say that we appreciate,

in fullest extent, the kindness and the welcome with which

we are greeted in the city of Chicago to-night, for we are

glad to be here.

I can not at this session, or at this meeting of the pres-

ent congress, offer to you the program which we usually

present in our annual meetings, as we have in fact prac-

tically abandoned the usual field for the present year. We
come here to have but three sessions of the present con-

gress. We have this session to-night, which is to be devoted

to a memorial session, in memory of our departed presi-

dent. To-morrow, Thursday, we will hold a session, in

which there will be a report made by Captain Pope, of the

United States army, who is the superintendent of the great

military prison at Leavenworth, Kansas, upon the discipline

of prisoners ;
which report will be followed by discussion.

On the next day, Friday, we will have a session in the

morning, in which we expect that Dr. Walter Lindley,
who is the superintendent of a magnificent reformatory in

California, which I had the pleasure of visiting last summer,
will present a paper on the subject, The Reformatories of

the United States. If he should not be here, his place will

be supplied by a gentleman whom I hope we will hear any

way, whether Dr. Lindley is here or not, Dr. Sims, of

Tennessee, who will present the situation of the labor ques-

tion, and the lease system, as prevailing in that state. On
Saturday, we expect to visit the penitentiary at Joliet ;

and
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then, during the evening, and continuing a part of next

week, there will be the meetings of the National Conference

of Charities and Corrections. Then again, next week, we
will commence as a section of the International Congress
of Charities, Corrections, and Philanthrophy, which will

continue to the close of that week.

With all of these congresses that are to be assembled

here at this time, with representatives from all civilized

nations, we did not deem it, wise to take up very much
time separately ;

but we appreciate the cordial welcome
which we have received, and I can say to you, Mr. Chair-

man, that we are more than gratified by the audience

which is here to-night. We never expect large audiences

to attend a prison congress. The people who are inter-

ested in the prison question in the United States are com-

paratively few. The average American looks upon a prison

congress, I apprehend, as a sentimental body of gentlemen,
who have come together with visionary schemes. The

average American has no real sympathy with the prison

question, because he does not comprehend the length and
breadth and depth of that mighty subject, the most vital

social subject before the American people to-day.

We are gratified at the results of your efforts in secur-

ing the splendid meeting, which has gathered here to-night,

and which is rarely equaled in intelligence and character by

any convention of many times its size. It did not require

anything to be said by the gentleman who followed you
in regard to the welcome of the governor. Members of

this prison congress know who he is. We know that there

is possibly no executive who has given the attention to

the prison question that Governor Altgeld has; and we
know that one of the most interesting and instructive

books written upon the prison question in this generation
was written by that governor. It is one of those sugges-

tive books which go to the root of a question.

Our thoughts, to-night, will inevitably turn to the fact

that we meet in the absence of our great leader, who,

during the past eight years, has never been absent
;
and
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it has been considered a duty and a pleasure to present
some memorial of our deceased president, who has passed

away since our meeting at Baltimore, in December last.

The duty of opening this discussion devolves upon me
;

and I shall confine my remarks to General Hayes as a

philanthropist and friend.

We desire that all other members of this association

shall give expression to their views as to General Hayes,
and I will take the liberty of calling upon some of them
for remarks

;
and if any who desire to speak shall be pre-

vented for want of time this evening, if they will kindly
commit to paper their thoughts, and hand them to our

secretary, they shall be printed with the proceedings of

this congress. Already, several papers have been- received

by him from persons who were not able to be present,

which will also be read
'

this evening, if possible, and will

appear in our printed proceedings.
There will also appear with our printed proceedings a

memorial paper, written by Mr. W. M. F. Round, of New
York, and which appeared in an appendix to our proceedings
at the last annual congress ;

and also a memorial address,

by Rev. Fred. H. Wines, of Illinois, which latter will be

delivered before the International Congress of Charities,

Corrections, and Philanthropy, at the opening of their session

the coming week. Both those gentlemen have been secre-

tary to the National Prison Association
;
and it is meet that

their expressions should be published in this memorial vol-

ume. It may be determined, also, by the publishing com-

mittee, to publish so ,much of the proceedings of the section

on prison reform of the International Congress of Charity,

Correction, and Philanthropy as may be appropriately added

to our proceedings. Our members have been invited to

participate in their proceedings, for which reason we have

restricted the number of days of our sessions, to join with

that congress in their work
; hence, it may be proper to

include a part of their proceedings with ours.
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RUTHERFORD BIRCHARD HAYES. AS A PHILANTHROPIST AND
AS A FRIEND ;

BY GEN. ROELIFF BRINKERHOFF.

Ladies and Gentlemen :

THE
National Prison Association meets to-night in the

shadow of a great bereavement, caused by the death

of our honored president, RUTHERFORD B. HAYES. For

the first time in eight years, at our annual congress, we
miss his presence, his counsels, and his encouragement. To
him more than to any other man is due the commanding
position of influence obtained by this association in prison

matters, and, therefore, it seems eminently proper that we
should set apart this opening session for the reception of

testimonials to his memory.
To his achievements as a soldier and statesman the

whole country has borne testimony in a thousand ways;
but to-night we honor him as a philanthropist and as a

friend. To the world at large, General HAYES, as a

prison reformer, is of little consequence; and his work in

that direction is deemed one of the vagaries to which

eminent men are sometimes disposed. To us, however,
who know the importance of the prison question, and who
believe that its solution is of more vital importance to the

American people, and more essential to the perpetuity of

the republic, than the solution of the questions about

which political parties are now contending, General

HAYES, as a philanthropist, has rendered a service as worthy
of remembrance as any deeds of his contemporaries in

statesmanship or in arms. The country can survive under

high tariffs or low tariffs, under free coinage or restricted

coinage, but it can not survive a demoralized people, with

crime increasing like a tide that knows no ebb. To devise
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means to avert these dangers demands the best thought of

our best men
;
and hence we honor the memory of our

great leader to-night.

The prison question is not restricted simply to the

consideration of persons already in prison, but reaches out

to the larger problems of prevention and reclamation,
which lie outside of prison walls.

The active interest of General HAYES in the prison

question dates back to 1867, when he was first elected

Governor of Ohio. The Board of State Charities in that

state had just been created, and he became its helper and

protector ;
and in its prison work he was specially inter-

ested. Soon after he went out of office, in 1871, in a spasm
of hostility, caused by needed criticisms of derelict insti-

tutions, the board was abolished
;
but four years later, in

1875, when General HAYES was again elected governor,
he succeeded in securing the restoration of the board; and
from that time to the day of his death, he was its unfail-

ing supporter.

During the fifteen years I have been upon the board,
there was no other man from whom 1 received so much

encouragement, and inspiration, and help, as from General

HAYES. His readiness to respond to demands upon his

time, in furtherance of our work, is indicated by the fol-

lowing letter, which I received in reply to an urgent

request that he would come and help us, at the second

annual meeting of our State Conference of Charities and

Corrections in Ohio, last year ;
and this is only one of

many instances :

SPIEGEL GROVE, FREMONT, OHIO, 14 May, 1892.

My dear General: I am just home after a protracted absence, and
find a heap of letters to attend to, but yours of yesterday I take up
first. You can hardly realize the demands on my time. Your -work in

all parts of the good cause of charities and correction gives you a right
to call on the friends of the work. Without hesitation, therefore, I will

try to attend September 13, at Cleveland, and if possible give a short

testimony in behalf of the Board of State Charities.

Excuse this hasty scrawl.

RUTHERFORD B. HAYES.
GENERAL BRINKERHOFF.
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He came according to his promise, and responded to

the address of welcome, and participated in our discussions,

and was helpful in many ways. How large a concession

this was to the Board of State Charities can be appre-
hended more fully when we remember that he was the

president of the board of trustees of the Slater fund,

which took weeks of his time every year ;
the president of

the Indian Conference; the president of the Negro Con-

ference; the president of the Ohio Archaeological and His-

torical Society; the president of the National Prison

Association ; the commander of the Loyal Legion ;
and an

active member of boards of trustees for half a dozen col-

leges; and an annual participant in scores of military

organizations; and he was constantly in demand for all

sorts of gatherings, civil and religious. His heart, how-

ever, was mainly in philanthropic work, because, in his

view, it was for God and humanity. To this work he

deliberately devoted his life, after he left the presidential

chair
;
and upon his return to Ohio, he declared that the

only public office he would again be willing to accept
would be that of a member of the Board of State Chari-

ties.

In 1870, when the National Prison Congress was organ-
ized at Cincinnati, Governor HAYES was present, and was

selected to preside over its deliberations, and was deeply
interested in its proceedings. In 1883, when the National

Prison Association was reorganized, he became its president,

and was re-elected annually until he died. During the past

eight years, he has been present at every one of our annual

meetings, and the priceless value of his services is known
to all our members. In his annual addresses, he discussed

all the various phases of the prison question, in a broad-

minded, practical way, and his conclusions rarely failed to

carry conviction to his audience. Whilst he was no theorist

or sentimentalist, still his purview of prison questions was

from a lofty standpoint, and dealt with causes rather than

remedies prevention rather than cure. His favorite theme,
or hobby, as he sometimes called it, was education, and
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especially industrial education. I do not remember an an-

nual address in which he did not refer to it in some form.

In 1885, at Detroit, he said,
"

If I were asked to name a

measure of reform which is practically within our reach, and

best fitted to prevent, or at least largely to diminish, crime,

I would say, let our young people of both sexes, and of all

conditions, be taught, as a part of their education, to know
the value of work, to catch the spirit of work, and to form

the habit of work, not only with their brains but also with

their hands and eyes. The young man who despises labor

carries with him into every walk of life one of the most dan-

gerous temptations to crime." In 1887, at Toronto, he said,
" Prison reform recommends the general education of the

youth of both sexes in industrial pursuits, employing and

training the faculties of both body and mind in productive

labor, as an efficient means of preventing crime." In 1888,

at Boston, he said,
"

If the young, of all conditions of life

and of both sexes, were trained to industrious habits, taught
some form of useful labor

;
if education gave them the love

of labor, the spirit of labor, and the ability to labor, we
should soon see the tide turn in our prison statistics. In-

stead of a constant demand for more prison room, we should

be gladdened by a permanent decrease in our prison calen-

dar." In 1889, at Nashville, he said,
"
Education, as I

undertake to emphasize, is the means by which any prison

can best reform the convict. * Let me give
one of my favorite crochets, which is, that no education is

a fit education, complete and perfect, for any American boy
or any American girl, that does not fit him and her to earn

their own living by the labor of their hands." In 1890, at

Cincinnati, he said,
"

I believe that, in this country of ours,

no education is complete for the rich man's son or daughter,
or the poor man's son or daughter, which does not fit the

boy or girl to make an honest living by his or her hands.''

And,
"

I think no education is better fitted to prevent
crime than this, added to our present excellent common-
school education." Another favorite theme was, the non-

partisan management of prisons ;
and he often referred to it
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as an absolute necessity in the reformation of prisons. In

1885, he said,
"
Party politics and the prison have no agree-

ment. All experience proves that party management is the

ruin of a prison, and adds no permanent strength to the

party having it. The divorce between the prisons and poli-

tics should be total and absolute." In 1891, at Pittsburg,

he said,
"
Merit, ability, experience, ought to be the con-

trolling consideration in all appointments of prison officers.

Mere partisan appointments corrupt the prison, and add no

strength or prestige to the political party that makes them.

It was said in the war, a good colonel makes a good regi-

ment. A good warden, with ample power, will make a bet-

ter prison, even under a bad system, than a poor warden

under the best system. The spoils doctrine is nowhere

more out of place than when it controls the appointment
of prison officials."

On a still higher plane, he constantly inculcated the law

of Christian brotherhood, and the duty devolved upon us as

our brother's keeper, and God's helper. In 1886, at Atlanta,

he said,
" We believe that society is so compacted together,

that Providence hath so ordained and doth govern things,

that, whether we would have it so or not, we must be, and

are, our brother's keepers. No man's family is safely en-

trenched against vice and crime, and the shame and wretch-

edness to which they lead. Let the outcast and the crim-

inal be forgotten or disregarded, and our whole society will

suffer from the taint of human degradation. Like a blood

poison, it will spread through and through the social system,
until it reaches the heart. This serious and mighty truth

imposes a duty which no society can afford to neglect.

Civilized society can not neglect it and live. No well-in-

formed Christian society ever will neglect it." In 1887, at

Toronto, he said,
"
Society is silent and inactive in the

presence of many recognized evils, because society has no

faith they are accepted as inevitable, and endured because

they are believed to be beyond cure
;
but in a world that

God governs, no notion can be more false or harmful; in

God's world, what ought to be done can be done. The
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longer it may take to remedy a recognized evil, to right an

admitted wrong, the sooner will wise men set about it
;

the harder the task, the more zealously good men will do

their duty in trying to accomplish it." In 1888, at Boston,

he said,
" The citizen can not be loyal to his country and

faithful to her true significance if he neglects the children

of misfortune, of poverty, of weakness, and of wickedness,

who are, or who are in danger of being, enrolled in the

ranks of crime. From the dawn of human society, it has

been an irrepealable condition of its existence that all men
are indeed their brother's keepers.

"'
Verily, verily,

By each help you hold to them,
In so much your fingers touch

Of his robe the living hem.' "

General HAYES was pre-eminently a Christian man, and

his whole life, like Handel's Oratorio of the Messiah, was

keyed on the Christ ideal, and yet, I have learned since his

death, he was never a member of a Christian church. He
was an adherent, and a member of the Board of Trustees,
of the Methodist Church, at Fremont, Ohio, and for many
years a member of the Board of Trustees of the Methodist

College, at Delaware, Ohio, but he was not a communicant.

Why this was so I do not know; but I was often with

him, and repeatedly, in long journeys, and in his own house

for an entire day at a time, without interruption from

others, and yet, in conversations protracted for hours, the

whole trend of his philosophy in solving the riddles of life

was Christian. This was more apparent in private conversa-

tions than in public utterances
;
-and yet, as you have doubt-

less noticed, like a golden thread, it runs through nearly all

his annual addresses before the prison congress. Some in

this audience to-night will remember that pathetic closing of

his annual address before the congress, at Nashville, shortly
after the death of his wife, when, with tears, he said,
" What spirit shall we invoke to guide all who speak and

all who act upon the grand questions relating to human
conduct and to accountability under human laws? During
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almost forty years, it has been the crowning felicity of my
life to dwell with a companion, now gone to the world

beyond, whose gift and whose delight it was to shed happi-
ness on all around her. Her joy was so radiant, because

her life was the very incarnation of these few humble and

precious words, which fell naturally from her lips :

'

I know
that I am not good, but I do try to treat all others as I

would wish to be treated if I were in their places.' Surely,

surely, my friends, if our laws and their execution, and if

communities and individuals, can be penetrated and con-

trolled by the spirit of the golden rule, a solution will be

found for every problem which now disturbs, or threatens

to disturb, the foundations of our American society."

Those who heard, and any who will read, that Nashville

address will understand the power of this utterance more

fully, in the knowledge that it followed the boldest arraign-

ment ever made by a northern man in the heart of the

south of that barbaric custom of wager of battle, in the

duello system, which still survives. Those present will

remember the breathless silence of that great audience, and

its failure to respond. Nevertheless, those utterances were

as magnificent as those of Paul on Mars' Hill, under similar

circumstances, and I have no doubt with similar result. In

all my intercourse with public men, I have never known one

whose conversation and conduct was more exemplary than

that of General HAYES. In reply to a commendatory
remark upon this, he once said to me,

" In avoiding the

appearance of evil, I am not sure but I have sometimes

unnecessarily deprived myself and others of innocent enjoy-
ments." His talk was always interesting and instructive, and

always clean. He liked a good story, and sometimes told

one; but off-color anecdotes and profanity were an abomina-

tion. Upon the whole, as a model American citizen, in

character and conduct, in all the relations of life, I do not

believe we have a better example in American history.

He is not yet appreciated in his true proportions by the

world at large ; but, to me personally, he has been an inspi-

ration in all that is best in what I have attempted in my
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life-work, and as the years recede, and as his life is seen in

its true perspective in history, I am very sure that no

American President, who has yet lived, will be remembered

more gratefully by the American people. General HAYES
was a typical American, in his development and in his

career, and made his way to all the positions he occupied

by honest and persistent effort. He was not a brilliant or

showy man, and manifested no transcendent genius in any

department of human endeavor, except, perhaps, the genius
of common sense; but, in every position he was placed, he

manifested a broad-minded comprehension of its require-

ments, and discharged its duties ably, and with marked

integrity. By many he has been considered a favorite child

of fortune, and possibly there may be something in that.

He certainly was fortunate in his home surroundings beyond
the average of men. He was also fortunate in the affec-

tion of an uncle, Silas Birchard, his mother's brother, who
left him an estate which relieved him in middle and later

life from the drudgery of money-making ;
but beyond that

he was as fully the architect of his own fortune as any of

his contemporaries in public life. In fact, I am not sure but

he had larger physical difficulties to overcome than most

men. Apparently, he was fortunate in a temperament so

calm, deliberate, and self-poised as to enable him to make
the most of every situation, without haste and without mis-

take. As we knew him, this was doubtless the fact; and

yet, according to his own testimony, this temperament was

as surely an acquisition as the eloquence of Demosthenes
was an acquisition over a stammering tongue. In my last

journey with him, last December, to Baltimore, we were

together for a night and a day, and in our long talk we dis-

cussed many things, and among others the power of hered-

ity, and the possibility of overcoming it. He stoutly com-

batted the Lombroso fad, now so prevalent, of criminal

necessity, and maintained that the heredity was rare that

could not be overcome by proper training, or a moral pur-

pose ; and, to illustrate his meaning, he gave me his own

experience.
"

I was born," he said,
" with a temperament,
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inherited from both sides of the house, that was nervous

to the verge of disaster. I went all to pieces on the slight-

est provocation, and it brought me constant trouble. As I

grew up, I became aware of my danger and its causes, and

deliberately determined to overcome it. By abstemious liv-

ing, by physical' and mental exercises, and by constant will-

power, I battled my enemy, until, in the course of months

and years, I became master of the situation, and came to

maturity a free man. Practically, I have no nerves. I can

cut off thought, and go to sleep at a moment's notice,

whatever is impending." He gave me several examples; but

I have time now for only one. " When the battle of Win-

chester was on, my command was seventeen miles away,
when Sheridan ordered that headlong rush to the front.

We reached the verge of battle badly blown, and were

halted for twenty minutes of rest before going in. The

thunder, and blaze, and smoke of the great fight filled the

air, but I knew what I needed, of all things, just then, was

sleep ;
and so I threw my bridle to an orderly, wrapped

my gloves together for a pillow, threw myself on the ground,
and slept for twenty minutes, as peaceful as a child, when
the order came for the charge, and they woke me up. No,

no," he said,
"
heredity is not an insurmountable barrier, or

an excuse for wrong-doing. Every one has a bad heredity,

in some direction, and a part of our discipline in this world

is to overcome it. Heredity is no excuse for crime, and the

business of reformatories is to train men out of crime, and

they ought to do it in most cases, at least with the young."

Possibly General HAYES may have over-estimated, some-

what, his physical disabilities, and possibly better oppor-
tunities may have come to him than is the lot of the aver-

age man
;
but yet, after all, it was the preparation he brought

to the opportunity, more than the opportunity itself, tha,t

made him great.

And now that he has gone out into the Infinite, it seems

to me that the lesson to learn from his life is, that the only

way to attain greatness is to be great, and the only way
to get good is to do good.
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" And I remember still

The words, and from whom they came.

Not he that repeateth the name,
But he that doeth the will !

"

REMARKS
;
BY HONORABLE CHARLES H.- REEVE, OF

INDIANA.

Mr. President, and Ladies and Gentlemen : Among those

who are heard in tributes of respect and affection in memory
of our late president, General RUTHERFORD B. HAYES, at

this time, I deem it a favor and an honor to be numbered.

Among his thousands of friends not related by the ties

of blood, perhaps the news of his death fell upon none

with more saddening force than upon the members of the

National Prison Association, with whom he had been so

long connected, who knew him so well, and could so fully

appreciate his many virtues.

The association, organized more than twenty years be.

fore his death, by one of the most illustrious men con-

nected with the history of reforms, had struggled against
obstacles for twelve years, until its vitality was exhausted.

Reorganized, with Mr. HAYES as president, it started once

more in an effort to do effective work for ameliorations in

prison life and betterment in prison methods. In eight

years, it accomplished a success in progressive advance-

ment unparalleled in the history of reforms.

Enveloped by opinion based on a sentimental and mis-

taken view of charity, it built for itself a foundation made

up of scientific factors
;

with truth substituted for error,

fact in the place of fancy, utility in place of sentimen-

tality, moral force in place of physical, and practical charity

in place of cruelty. Anatomy, physiology, pathology, psy-

chology, and hygiene were brought to the front
;
and none

of their ramifications, preliminary, intermediate, or resultant,

were left aside in tracing the physical causes of individual

aberrations, while all the sources of knowledge in mental,

moral, social, and political science were searched to learn
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the forces creating, and operating in, social conditions.

The methods of reasoning and investigation were revolu-

tionized, and knowledge of new facts and forces were

evolved each year and each day. Information was spread
broadcast

;
a material portion of the public was aroused ;

knowledge of the causes of defective and disorderly hu-

manity became wide-spread ; and the question of how to

modify or remove those causes, and, meantime, safely and

rightly dispose of the victims, became the study and care

of many of the wisest and greatest minds in all the lands

of Christendom, and extending even to the lands of the

Moslem and the Buddhist, to some extent.

During all this time, General HAYES presided over the

congresses, and acted as one of the chief officers, of this

busy and studious association.

His modesty and unobtrusiveness were phenomenal in

one who had held the highest positions in public life.

Eminent as a lawyer before the courts
; judge of one of

the highest state courts
; governor of one of the largest

states
;
member of the highest national legislature ; general

in one of the largest armies
;
and finally, executive head

of the greatest nation, it would seem that the most

grasping ambition would have been filled to overflowing,

and that a conscious spirit of pride would have attended

one of such prominence. But this man was modest

through it all
;
and after it all he came back to the social

level of the plain citizen, and devoted his life to works

of benevolence.

Always dignified ;
chaste in manner, thought, and lan-

guage ;
he presided with kindness and impartiality. His

annual addresses were models of aptness. With a pecu-

liarly sensible eloquence, with pertinent facts, with forci-

ble sentiments of morality, with practical suggestions for

betterment of conditions, they were pleasant to listen to,

entertaining to read, useful to remember, and commanded
wide attention and general commendation.

Kindly in manner, he traveled up and down the land,

year in and out, connected with many organizations, busy
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and tireless ; speaking and writing in favor of Christian

principles, of means to lift up the fallen, to guide the

erring and the wayward, of a higher civilization, and the

elevation of society to a higher plane of morality and

intelligence.

No other president, on retirement from that highest

position men can attain in public trusts, ever devoted the

remainder of his days to such a work as this
;
and when

the Grim Messenger came, he found him so engaged.
Let us believe that, when he entered the darkness with

that messenger, he carried the golden key, marked Duty
Done, which opens the door from out that darkness into

the effulgence of an eternal light beyond.

Surely, every member of this association who knew
him will cherish a memory of him, born of kindly regard
and the most profound respect.

REMARKS ;
BY MR. CHARLES F. COFFIN, OF ILLINOIS.

Mr. President, and Ladies and Gentlemen : Those of us

who had the privilege of attending the first session of the

National Prison Congress, held at Cincinnati, in 1870, have

a very distinct recollection of RUTHERFORD B. HAYES. He
was then a man in the prime of life, of fine figure and

exceedingly pleasant countenance, marked for his great

affability and courtesy, both as a presiding officer and in

private life. He was then Governor of Ohio, and was sup-

ported in the chair by Governor Baker, of Indiana, and

Governor Haines, of New Jersey. He was especially inter-

ested in all the proceedings of the congress, and evidently

did not perform his duties in a perfunctory manner, but

with full appreciation of the importance and interest of the

occasion.

The congress was attended by representatives of almost

every state in the union, and the wardens of a large pro-

portion of the state penitentiaries and other prisons were

present. It was an unusually interesting collection of men
and women

;
and the presiding officer was remarkably sue-
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cessful in conducting its proceedings with great ease, and to

the entire satisfaction of every one present.

I was afterwards called to have an interview with Gov-

ernor HAYES, in connection with some citizens of Ohio, in

regard to the prison system of the state. He accorded us

a full and satisfactory interview, and acted with great geni-

ality and kindness, and seemed to appreciate the points

which were brought before him
; and, in his messages and

intercourse with the legislature, he thoroughly sustained the

views which had been advocated by the committee which

met him at that time.

Afterwards, when he occupied the position of President

of the United States, it was my privilege to meet him at

several different times, in connection with the work of the

different churches of the land among the Indians, the work

which had been commenced by General Grant, and which

proved so pre-eminently successful. In all our intercourse

with President HAYES, in this work, he showed a full ap-

preciation of its value and importance, and an earnest de-

sire to throw the whole influence of the government in the

scale of the amelioration and lifting up of the Indian tribes.

While from circumstances which surrounded him it was im-

practicable for him always to carry out the wishes of the

various religious organizations, he was evidently impelled by
the same earnest desire to elevate this race which was the

great object of the religious societies.

It has been my privilege to attend many of the meet-

ings of the National Prison Association while he was its

president ;
and I have had the fullest and freest intercourse

with him, in connection with the other members of the

association.

There were a few features in his character which espe-

cially attracted attention, among which were the thorough

religious basis, and the earnest desire which he always
showed to serve God by laboring for the elevation of his

fellow-men. He was thoroughly conscientious in all that he

did, scrupulously upright in his conduct, and possessed that

affability and personal kindness which marks a thorough
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disciple of Christ. He was greatly supported by his hon-

ored and beloved wife, who nearly always attended and

participated, as far as she was able, in the work of the

association. The earnest and devoted attachment which

evidently existed between them was a striking lesson to

those who mingled with them, and after her death he

showed deeply the effect it had produced upon him. Still

maintaining his earnest desire to benefit his fellow-men, he

did not retire from benevolent work, but continued to apply
himself to it.

It was striking to observe afterwards the attachment

which existed between himself and his daughter, who was

nearly always present with him on the various interesting

occasions of the annual meetings of the association.

It was always a pleasure and privilege to the members
of the association to mingle with their president in the

social gatherings, and in the investigation of the condition

of the institutions where the meetings of the congress were

held, and in various other ways.
There was nothing of haughtiness, overbearing, or self-

conceit about him. On the contrary, he was always ready
to pay full respect to every individual member of the con-

gress ;
and it was exceedingly difficult to induce him to

occupy the time of the congress, because, as he said, he

felt that there were many practical men and women pres-

ent, whose counsel and advice was much more important
than his. The members of the congress did not unite with

this view, and were always glad to hear from him. He
studied the prison subject thoroughly, and some of his later

addresses are full of true recognition of the condition of

the prisons and of suggestions as to their improvement. He
possessed a hopeful and cheerful spirit, and never took a

gloomy view of the work, notwithstanding all its discour-

agements, or of the future advance and improvement in the

prisons of the land.

The members of the association feel that in his removal

they have lost a personal friend and valued presiding offi-

cer, and one with whom it was always a pleasure to come
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in contact. In short, it may be said of him, that he was
an educated, accomplished gentleman ;

an earnest and devo-

ted Christian; a friend of humanity; and that his life was
a benediction to his fellow-men.

REMARKS
;
BY HON. GEORGE G. WASHBURN, OF OHIO.

Mr. President, and Ladies and Gentlemen : At this late

hour, I certainly could not edify this audience by anything
I could say in commending the character of General HAYES.
I will simply allude to one instance that will illustrate one

important phase of his character. It has been said here to-

night that he was a man that was ready to give a good
reason for everything he said. I never saw a man that

could give a better reason for an opinion than RUTHER-
FORD B. HAYES. He was an enthusiast ;

but his enthu-

siasm was always tempered with most excellent judgment.
I was riding in the cars from Cleveland, on one occasion,

soon after he was inaugurated as governor of the state of

Ohio for the first time. There had recently been a trial in

Cleveland, where a woman was convicted of murder, which

created a good deal of interest all through the Western

Reserve, because the testimony was not of that positive

nature which a great many of our people thought sufficient

to convict. The higher court overruled a motion for a

new trial
;
and I suggested to the governor that perhaps

one of the most delicate duties he would be called upon to

perform would be the granting of commutations and par-

dons. He said to me very frankly,
" This case that you are

doubtless referring to is not going to give me a single hour

of sleeplessness ;
for I want to say to you in all candor

that, so long as I am governor of Ohio, no woman shall be

hung in this state." But that was not all of that case. He
served two terms as governor, of two years each, and there

had been an interim of two years, filled by Governor

Bishop. In the meantime, this woman had continued in

prison Governor HAYES having commuted her sentence to

life imprisonment. She had friends in Cleveland and vicin-
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ity, and they began to petition the governor for her pardon.
In order to do justice to the state and to the defendants,
he disguised himself, as he told me afterwards, and, entirely

incognito, visited the female department of the prison, and

had a conversation of nearly two hours with the prisoner,

learning the bent of her mind, and what she would do when
she was discharged. After she was pardoned by a subse-

quent governor, he told me that he had gone home per-

fectly satisfied that she was not in a frame of mind that

would then be safe for society to receive her in, and there-

fore he had refused to pardon her. However, he congratu-
lated my wife and I upon the fact that she was now

pardoned; "for," he said,
" she was now an old woman, now

utterly incapable of doing any harm." Now that is the

characteristic of General HAYES. He was a man of most

wonderful energy and positiveness, and his life, as Mr.

Coffin said, is a benediction to the living people of this

day. It is an object-lesson that can be reduced into words,

and those few words are simply, he loved his fellow-men,

and acted upon that principle.

REMARKS; BY CAPTAIN EDWARD S. WRIGHT, OF PENNSYL-

VANIA.

Mr. President, and Ladies and Gentlemen : It was my
good fortune to attend the Cincinnati meeting. General

HAYES commenced prison work with plain words, but they
were words of encouragement to every officer. He took the

ground in advance, that people who were spending their

days and lives in prison as officers should certainly be cred-

ited with having at least a measure of earnestness in their

work. If the other wardens present to-day will take that

thought up, and get possession of the reports of the Na-

tional Prison Association, made from that day to this, and

read the various speeches made by our beloved president,

they will not need any other guide to their duties.
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REMARKS; BY MISS ELLEN c. JOHNSON, OF MASSACHUSETTS.

Mr. President, and Gentlemen and Ladies: General HAYES
visited our prison once only. He spoke very kindly to us

;

and has always given us great help in his counsel in our

congresses, and advice that has been good to follow.

REMARKS; BY MR. HASTINGS H. HART, OF MINNESOTA.

Mr. President, and Ladies and Gentlemen: At the present

day, I doubt whether one can be a loyal American who
does not love the memory of President HAYES, and I know
one can not be loyal to the state of Ohio who does not do

honor to that memory. I heard President HAYES at the

National Conference of Charities and Corrections, in Minne-

sota, and I was impressed with his intellectual greatness.

At the opening, he made a beautiful address. During the

sessions, he was in close attendance, but had very little to

say. At the close, he was called upon to make some

remarks, and he gave such a resume of the conference, and

analyzed its work so perfectly, that I think every one had a

new conception of what had been accomplished. I was

impressed again by the greatness of President HAYES, in his

remarks in the city of Nashville, with reference to the prac-

tice prevalent in the south of carrying concealed weapons.
As has been said, that did not meet with the hearty response
that might have been expected had it been uttered in a

northern city. It made a profound impression upon those

people, however, and it was received -with the respect due

to the man that made it, for his sincerity and belief that he

was expressing a great truth was so apparent.

President HAYES had two great marks of greatness. One
has been referred to by Mr. Reeve, of Indiana, when he

spoke of President HAYES' power of discovering a way to

occupy the latter days of an ex-president's life in the most

appropriate and dignified manner. The other is one which

I think we have witnessed to-night, and that is that President

HAYES is constantly in the affection and the admiration of
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the people of this nation. No man who is not truly great
can go on year after year after his death gaining in the

confidence and love of a great people.

REMARKS ;
BY CAPTAIN J. W. POPE, OF THE UNITED STATES

ARMY.

Mr. President, and Ladies and Gentlemen : Having been

asked to bear a share in paying tribute to the memory of

the noble philanthropist who was for many years our honored

president, the thought arises that so much has been so well

said in the brief obituary notice by Mr. ROUND, published
in our last proceedings, that a member of this association

would wish to say, that it would appear sufficient to endorse

his eloquent tribute, every sentiment of which must find

an answering echo in the heart of every member of the

association.

It has occurred to me, and doubtless to many others, that

tranquil dignity and unaffected modesty, accompanied by a

capacity to divest himself of the environments of high office,

and a serene elevation of mind above partisan antagonism
and personal acrimony, were among the chief characteristics

of ex-President HAYES. These qualities were exemplified,

year by year, in the deference unstintingly paid by him to

Governor Seymour, the great representative of the political

party which for many years heaped ignominious epithets

and disparaging obloquy upon the public career of President

HAYES. One of the last acts of our late president was to

add his praise of this leader of an opposing party, by request-

ing that the address delivered by Governor Seymour before

this association, at Baltimore, in 1873, be re-published in the

proceedings of our last Congress.
As a soldier, General HAYES never failed to show the

truest of all soldierly instincts, by honoring his superior offi-

cers, and though he has since held a more exalted station

than any but one of the great chieftains of the late war,

his unaffected modesty ever impelled him to do homage to

those who were his military superiors and the nation's hon-

ored heroes.
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The life of General HAYES seems to me to exemplify,
more than any other instance in history, the possibility of a

broad growth, after manhood and after retirement from pub-
lic life, in knowledge of affairs, in true statesmanship, in

philanthropy, in wide humanity, and in honor, to such an

extent that his modest, unassuming example must ever re-

main a heritage to the American people, no less precious
than the achievements of its greatest scientists, statesmen,

or warriors.

REMARKS; BY REVEREND GEORGE H. HICKOX, D.D., OF
MICHIGAN.

Mr. President, and Ladies and Gentlemen :

" Pale death, with impartial steps, knocks at the hut of the poor,

and the palaces of the Kings."

The man we mourn and mourning, memorialize lived

once
;
and he lived sincerely, lived positively, and well.

The years of his life were not few
;

but measuring the

span by the deeds the right method it reaches further

on. He goeth before us still
; and, like his works, we

follow him,

This memorial day is justly chosen. The world may
hear again the name of President HAYES; as in other

days, we saw, and approved, with gratitude and with pride,

the daily forging of his life-chain, binding himself to the

dearest interests of home and of country.
The life and deeds of him we memorialize to-day were

about the same, nearly so, whether in child-life at home,
where he obeyed, pursued studies, and learned the fact

and the value of thought ; or, whether approaching
the gateway of self-asserting manhood, where, unassuming
and unwavering, he met his duties and accepted consis-

tent and marked responsibilities ; or, whether roused and

wronged, as were you and I by the serpent's hiss for

war, civil war, his early, his repeated lessons in obedi-

ence served him well, and served his country better. It was

not with plebeian honor or in menial repute he wrought
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the statue of eminent citizenship, out of the possible

opportunities presented to the self-possessed, the calmly
ambitious men, citizens, having American hearts. When
the civil war became imminent, RUTHERFORD B. HAYES

. declared the quarrel less to be feared than the enervating,
the disintegrating peace that would continue in its place.

He went into the army, and proved a valuable soldier
;
a

competent, a fearless, self-sacrificing, and successful officer.

If memory serves me rightly, General HAYES served

through the war. He was nominated for congress while

in the army. The unwise zeal of his friends at home

urged him to leave the army and engage in the political

campaign. A brief letter gave them his answer. He wrote,

"Thanks. I have other business just now. Any man who
would leave the army at this time, to electioneer for con-

gress, deserves to be scalped." He wrote again,
"

I shall

never go to Washington, until I go by the way of Rich-

mond." On the banners of the Ohio campaign, that year,

the popular and loyal heart had written,
" Our candidate

is stumping in the Shenandoah Valley;" and. "HAYES
loves his country, and is fighting for it." He was elected

;

and took his seat at the close of the war. When the

enemy laid down their weapons of war, Mr. HAYES took

up the arguments and persuasives of peace. His thought,
while he lived, was, always was the greatest and the

best good to the greatest number. In spirit, he was

closely kindered to one greater than he
;

and some one

has aptly written,
" As He died to make holy, let us live

to make men free and innocent, while God is marching
on." The war at an end, congressional service closed,

the duties of the chief executive fulfilled, President HAYES
turned, in the spirit of love and of Tightness, to the way-
ward and the felon. His presence in the prison con-

gresses, ever genial and inspiring, was certain and helpful,

unto the end of his life. Then, and not until then, did

he let go the hands of the reckless, the friendless, the

defenseless, and the criminal. Then, his work being done,

and the Lord having said, "Well done!" President HAYES,
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like the Master,
" made his grave with the wicked and

with the rich in his death;" whence, when Christ, who was

his life, shall appear, then shall he also appear with Him,
in glory.

Any record of the life of RUTHERFORD BIRCHARD HAYES,
or memorial of his death, would be imperfect and disingenu-

ous, in the absence of reference -words of appreciative can-

dor to Mrs. HAYES, his wife, endorsing and blessing her

life, lamenting her death. Refined, brave, pious, and cultured

in the agreeable and essential virtues, memorial recognition

belongs to Mrs. HAYES. She possessed a heart, and a mind,
each tenderly sensitive in the home affections, and gener-

ously discriminative in the broader, in the sterling, the incor-

rupt pleasures and routes of social life. On the day of his

marriage, Mr. HAYES was the recipient of a help and a hand

so richly endowed, and so cultured in its preparation and in

its fitness,'as to answer then the questions of prudence, en-

ergy, and success in the coming chronicle of his life. Her

presence was inspiring to his thoughts ;
her action a benedic-

tion on his ability. But when Death called, the wife, who
had been more than help, must go. Her lower grade of

higher work was done. Turning to her husband the weep-

ing man and, stronger in her greatest strength, she said,

"
Thy weeping is in vain

;
I am not lost,

For we, in heaven, shall one day meet again ;

"

and she seemed to add
"

I hear a voice you can not hear,

Which says,
'
I must not stay ;

'

I see a hand you can not see,

Which beckons me away."

The youth, the student, the man, the soldier, the magis-

trate, was alone ! In that moment, what were multitudes or

applause to him ? Alone, but not bewildered, nor indifferent

to remaining tasks, or the condition and wants -of the living,

he applied himself to service, which said, "What's brave,

what's noble, let's do it after the high Roman fashion, and

make death proud to take us." Our departed brother had

not long to wait not long to serve alone, she helped him
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nearly through. All being done, in quietness and love,
" He gave his honors to the world again, his blessed part to

heaven, and slept in peace."

REMARKS; BY P. D. SIMS, M.D., OF TENNESSEE.

Mr. President, and Ladies and Gentlemen : I can say

very little in addition to what has been said. No man
feels more than I the disposition to honor the name of

RUTHERFORD B. HAYES. To my mind, there were some

traits of character in Mr. HAYES that have not been re-

ferred to, particularly his silent patience during unkind criti-

cisms. Your minds will go back with me to the trying

period of 1876, 4vhen, at the end of a bitter contest for

the presidency of the United States, the question seemed

undecided, and both political . parties claimed the victory.

I come from the south
;
was born in the south

;
raised

and educated in the south
;

and my sympathy and senti-

ments were with the southern states, in their unfortunate

struggle against the government. We had gone through
twelve terrible years of reconstruction

;
and we looked to

the election of a Democratic President to restore peace to

the country. When this trouble came up, we did not know
what to expect. War was beginning to rise before us, but

wiser counsels prevailed ;
and Mr. HAYES, contrary to our

expectations, was declared the President. Whatever may
have been his doubts as to the validity of his election, he

could have had none of the genuineness of the decision of

the arbitrament on that question. Then, with a clear head,

and a pure heart, and a strong hand, he went to work

in good faith to restore peace to the whole country ;
and

whatever mortal man could do was done by Mr. HAYES in

that behalf. But what followed? He was bitterly criti-

cised by both parties; but being reviled, he reviled not

again; being abused, he opened not his mouth in defense;

but he waited the decision of history to tell of his admin-

istration. He has now gone to sleep that last sleep that

knows no waking, and a nation mourns.
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REMARKS ; BY REVEREND FREDERICK H. WINES, D. D., OF
ILLINOIS.

Mr. President, and Ladies and Gentlemen : I have al-

ways been interested in character, as Audubon was inter-

ested in birds. I analyze every man, and try to see his

good points and weak ones, and I studied Mr. HAYES'
character

;
and if ever there was a good man in this

world, Mr. HAYES was one. I love him and I miss him,

and we will miss him more as the years go on. He re-

minded me of General Washington. He seemed to have

that roundness and symmetry of character of Washington.
Of course, he must have had defects

;
but they were the

same sort which are attributed to Washington. He was

well-balanced in all his faculties, none standing out prom-
inent. He also resembled in many respects General Grant.

He was as modest, as brave, as quiet, and as determined.

I remember being very much struck with the remark Gen-

eral Grant made, that he never in his life had sought to

be general, for the reason that he feared the increased re-

sponsibility. I think Mr. HAYES had precisely that same

feeling ;
and yet I do not believe that he ever failed in

any of the relations of life, as a husband, a father, a

friend, a business man, a soldier, or as a public officer, to

meet every demand, to make any sacrifice inconvenient or

uncomfortable to himself. He made no pretensions to relig-

ious professions ;
and I do not know that he was an anom-

aly, but he certainly was one we do not see every day,

a Christian statesman, a Christian politician, and a Chris-

tian public man.

REMARKS; BY COL. THOMAS F. BARR, DEPUTY JUDGE
ADVOCATE GENERAL, U. S. ARMY.

Mr. President : My relations with our departed chief

were of that character that it seems to me it is a duty for

me to pay a tribute to his memory. I have no prepared
remarks. I had not anticipated taking part in the delibera-
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tions, further than to speak to such resolutions as I presumed
would be submitted to the congress ;

but as I heard the

different speakers, all of whom seem to have caught the true

reflection of General HAVES' character, there came to me
many thoughts. When death enters a circle of friends, and

beckons one of them to rest, there comes to those that are

left behind a great awakening, not only as to the transitory
nature of human life, but as to the attributes and salient

characteristics of the friend who has been taken
;
and so there

came before me, as there must have come before all who
knew (jeneral HAYES, those features which marked him in a

great degree as one of those men who had passed through

life, doing the duty which came to him, in a painstaking,

honest, unassuming, modest way. We can not, perhaps,
claim for him that he was a man of brilliancy, but he had a

greater gift than that a gift of devotedness to his honest

convictions.

I would not detain you to pass praise upon him. We
need not praise him

;
but we can look back upon some fea-

tures in his career, and be very proud of him, not only as

the president of this association, but as an American citizen.

When he was called to the highest office in the land to meet

a crisis, such as I trust this country may never see again, the

issue of civil war lay with him and his great and patriotic

competitor, Mr. Samuel J. Tilden. By the raising of the

finger, there would have come upon us a war such as the

world has never seen not section against section, but neigh-

bor against neighbor. Both those men felt it keenly, and

both bowed to the majesty of the law. Therein Mr. HAYES
showed his greatness by acting. Mr. Tilden showed his

greatness by yielding.

I have spoken of Mr. HAYES' devotion to duty, and to his

honest convictions. I will illustrate by but one incident.

When he vetoed the bill to abrogate the treaty with China,

he displayed a degree of moral courage than has seldom been

equaled. He was facing what was supposed to be the voting
element of the country ;

but he did not swerve. He knew

the proper title of the bill would have been, "A bill to violate
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national faith, and to oppress the defenseless," and he dared

to meet the sand-lot's statesmanship with the statesmanship
of a Christian man. That illustrated his greatness.

I would close by saying that, in my mind, Mr. HAYES had

that greatest of all greatness, the greatness of goodness.

REMARKS
;
BY REV. JOHN L. MILLIGAN, OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Mr. President : It seems difficult to realize that General

HAYES is absent from our meeting to-night, and that he will

never meet with us again. His kindly face and voice had

grown so familiar at the opening exercises of our annual con-

gresses that we can not but feel that an unspeakable loss has

fallen upon us. His cheerful, courteous, and dignified pres-

ence and helpful words on these evenings aided much to quiet

any fears as to the success of the meetings. If many were

present, and the outlook for a profitable and popular assembly
was specially promising, he was gratified. If the attendance

was not wrhat had been hoped for, he was not cast down
and despondent as to the progress of the work in hand. He
was neither optimistic nor pessimistic. He had a rare men-

tal equipoise, which must have been comforting to himself,

and was surely strengthening to all those who came in con-

tact with him in any undertaking that demanded patient and

persistent moral purpose. It seemed natural for him to look

at the best side of men, and find a silver lining in a dark

cloud of opposing circumstances. To " labor and to wait
"

eminently marked his character. This gave him courage and

hope in his great philanthropic efforts.

Faith, hope, and charity, tempered with a calm, enlight-

ened judgment, and a deep sympathy and a conscientious

conviction of duty toward his fellow-men, were the trinity of

essential excellences which made him what he was to the

National Prison Association.

A short time before General HAYES* death, I wrote him,

expressing the fear that the congress at Chicago could not be

made as successful as I should desire for his sake. His

reply came promptly, saying, among many other pleasant
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things personal and encouraging, that " the Baltimore con-

gress had passed off so successfully that we should take

courage for Chicago. You know in this large, neglected field,

in which we are all working, that it is ours to sow the seed

faithfully, and leave the harvest work to a stronger and

higher hand.
"

But before this meeting for which he was planning came,
the summons of his heavenly Father called him to his reward.

To-night our hearts are bereft and sad. We have lost one

who was a pillar of strength to the efforts and aims of this

organization. For ten years he was our presiding officer,

calm, courteous, discriminating and efficient. In this office,

the man, quiet, undemonstrative, gentle, clear and quick in

his perceptions, shone out, making himself loved by us all.

It was here that we knew him best. Others knew him as a

brave, patriotic, faithful, and self-sacrificing soldier. Others

knew him as a statesman, fearless, pure, long-suffering, digni-

fied, and decorating, by his character, the important offices

which he held. But as a friend and fellow-laborer for the

bettering of the broken and bruised and criminal ranks of

humanity, we learned to esteem him.

' ' The loved of years
To whom our yearning hearts had grown,
Hath left us with life's gathering fears

To struggle strongly and alone
;

Gone, with his wealth of love which dwelt

Heart-kept, with holy thoughts and high."
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TRIBUTE TO MR. HAYES; BY MAJOR R. W. McCLAUGHRY.
OF ILLINOIS.

I have neither the ability nor the time to prepare a

proper estimate of the character and services of RUTHERFORD
B. HAYES. The times in which he served as the nation's

chief executive were so stormy that the value of his

service was, in large measure, obscured, but, as the events

of that time are woven into the web of history, he will

be assigned his true place as one of the most conscien-

tious and unselfish, as well as the wisest, of those who
strove to bring permanent peace to a distracted country.

His vetoes of measures for inflating the national currency
were acts that required more than ordinary courage ; but

he was not found wanting. No President, since Lincoln,

has rendered more important service to the nation than did

Mr. HAYES.

Two personal characteristics impressed themselves

strongly on all who knew him. I. His firmness in main-

taining whatever he thought was right. 2. His fairness

and tolerant spirit toward all who differed from him in

opinion or belief. When he had reached the end self-

imposed of his public career, he showed the world that

he was great enough to address himself again, without

delay or sullenness, to the high duties of private citizen-

ship. To educational and reformatory work, he brought the

same intelligence, good sense, and painstaking fidelity that

had characterized him in field and cabinet. All friends

of education and reform rejoiced when he was chosen to

preside over the world's congress which should consider

these subjects. Their grief, when he was called away from

their councils, was indeed deep and sincere, though tem-

pered by the consoling assurance that he was called to

higher activities and to more exceeding glory.
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RUTHERFORD B. HAYES, AS A PHILANTHROPIST ;
BY

CHARLES E. FELTON, OF ILLINOIS.

From birth-right, family name often gives place, presents

opportunity, and contributes to the success of men without

their special personal effort. This holds true especially in

older countries than ours, where for generations families

have been in the same lines of life, from the king upon his

throne down to the veriest mechanic at the bench, having

inherited, respectively, the same family instincts
or^

charac-

teristics, the one generation with another, and followed the

same methods of life almost in routine. Hence, it is no

wonder that, where special opportunity occurs, occasionally

special greatness in the line of ancestral habit is developed
in some one member of a family class.

With Americans, family name counts but little; men are

seldom born great, usually they are developments. The
ancestral rule, as a rule, does not prevail. The successful

man among the birth-favored class is generally the exception,

save only in the acquisition or retention of money, or its

equivalent ;
and this comes more frequently from the effect

of laws affecting property interests than from personal effort

or ability. With our people, the successful man is usually a

growth. The direction of growth comes largely from cir-

cumstances, from environments, and somewhat from opportu-

nity or so-called chance, and must be fostered by unremitting

energy and effort in the direction of the will and the talent

of the man. Heredity may have had its influence, un-

doubtedly has had, but its direct connection is not easily

traceable, if so. Growth is the rule
; still, there are epochs

in some men's lives when the unseen bent of mind is brought
into life, becomes active, and develops into seeming great-

ness almost with the suddenness of the twinkling of a star,

but, unlike the similitude, it vanishes not. And there are

still other men, whose methods and purposes change so

slowly that the progress is scarcely discernible to the critic

or investigator of human motives and acts. Necessity also
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sometimes forces dormant talent to the front, makes it show

itself, and it thereby secures recognition. Sometimes latent

characteristics are only developed when stimulated by influ-

ences seemingly in contrast to the results; otherwise, the

characteristics never would prominently appear.
Abraham Lincoln was a typical American. Neither

family name, nor advantages of school, nor the more refin-

ing social influences, aided him in his early life. He was

bred and born and reared under environments which, ordi-

narily, would depress, not elevate, the man. Still not from

ancestral lineage, but probably from other ante-natal influ-

ence, and from environment in childhood, he possessed just

that talent which, in later life, seemed requisite for his

success in filling the several political stations in which cir-

cumstances and personal effort placed him. No more
humane man ever lived than Lincoln. As statesman, he was

not considered the peer of Seward, who had a national repu-

tation, while Lincoln was little known outside the boundary
lines of his own state

;
and still the leaders of a great,

but then sectional, party preferred him to Seward as their

standard bearer for President, in the most eventful year
in our nation's history 1860. That which gave Lincoln

special prominence was his practical common sense, his

familiarity with the social conditions of the so-called com-

mon people, and his sympathy as to their needs and

their ambitions, and the terse and matter-of-fact way
in which he gave expression to his thoughts, enun

ciating principles and putting facts. All who heard him

speak were impressed with his sincerity. They knew he

gave expression to his convictions, and his words upon
the political questions then disturbing our people were

convincing. Many of us well remember those terse, epi-

grammatic, convincing expressions he uttered,
"
If slavery is

not wrong, nothing is wrong;" and "This country can not

remain half-slave and half-free !

" The latter was the "
irre-

pressible doctrine," as it was then called. Seward, also,

made somewhat similar utterance, but the keynote of the

irrepressible arch was Lincoln ;
and those expressions were
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the index to Lincoln's life and his political success. They
were watchwords in that memorable campaign, and became
maxims. He was distinctively American. Neither ancestral

name nor recognized lineal heritage contributed toward his

greatness; but still he must have inherently possessed, and

by environment he must have developed, those qualities of

mind and character which ultimately' forced his recognition

by the whole civilized world as the emancipator of an

enslaved race.

With Ulysses S. Grant, family name, lineage, did not

make him the great general he was. He was a develop-
ment an American. The jostling, juggling chances and

changes of war, and opportunity, and the exercise of persist-

ent will, made his name historically great.

And so with other Americans, in other fields, and in

other ways, names have become historic without ancestral

promise.
Whoever shall write the history of RUTHERFORD BlRCH-

ARD HAYES may make at least three chronological divis-

ions, one being of his family genealogy, his infancy to

manhood, and possibly to the troublous epoch in our

country's history, 1860; the second, from that date to the

closure of his political life, his retirement from the office

of President of the United States
;

the third, from that

date until the Master called him from us to his eternal

home. We are not historians. We should speak of him-

however, as we saw him and knew of him in his work

among and for the lowly, the erring, and the criminal,

during the years in which he gave to that work his talent

and almost entire time, through our association and other-

wise the years commencing at his retirement from the

presidency, but ceasing not until death. None of the bit-

terness which existed during the years 1876-80 should

be recalled by either political friend or by opponent of Mr.

HAYES, in an association like this, upon an occasion like

this. By the undoubted, perhaps unexpressed, consent of

the members of this association, the great political question
which then disturbed every mind, and frequently antago-
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nized friend against friend, was relegated to the past,

me;i agreeing to disagree, without further division as to the

sunshine on the one side or the shadows on the other,

and with an eye single to the future important work of

prison reform to which it was dedicated ;
and it is in that

spirit that I fain would speak of the life of our friend

and co-worker, in his unselfish labor in that cause, then as

now nearest to our hearts.

RUTHERFORD B. HAYES was a typical American, in regard
to birth, education, ambition, and accomplishment. Born

and reared upon what was then the frontier of our country
now the great state of Ohio

;
of excellent but not historic

family; educated in schools of not great prominence; a

fairly promising counselor and attorney-at-law, in early man-

hood ; an earnest and progressive and brave soldier on the

union side, during a civil war in which no true American

could occupy a middle ground, but might conscientiously

be on either side
;

a congressman when the sword had

been sheathed, and the estrangements between the people
of the two sections the north and the south needed the

wisdom of their wisest legislators, to heal the political

wounds of the conquered, our brothers, and restore that

confidence and good feeling absolutely requisite to the return

of civil order and social and business prosperity; and, there-

after, as governor of his parent state,^-this man, whom
we mourn, RUTHERFORD B. HAYES, seemingly without an

abundance of sentiment except as environment and the forces

of an extremely active life had developed sentiment in him,

became the first president of the National Prison Association.

He was not a pioneer in the work of prison reform he

became a patron ;
and not until he had completed a term as

President of the United States did he become an active laborer

in that necessary field of humane effort. When he assumed

the duties of president of the association in 1871, Governor

HAYES said: "Called without preparation to the perform-
ance of an unfamiliar duty, I trust I may rely upon your

generous assistance and charitable judgment ;" and also he

said that,
" Our wish is that the people everywhere may be
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brought to feel that prison discipline ought to be placed

upon the only solid and sure foundation a foundation

whose chief corner-stone is the golden rule,
' as ye would

that men should do to you, do ye also to them likewise."

While we know that Mr. HAYES' heart was right prior to

that congress, on all questions where humanity made claim,

still, I . believe that the first real impulse suggesting the

study by him of questions affecting the government of

institutions of charity and correction had its initiative in

his mind on the first day of that congress; and that real

life was not given to that impulse until after he had become

President of the United States. It is true that prior to that

time, he, as a governor, had been cautious and painstaking
as to this subject, and evidently had the wish that the

institutions in his state be placed in the control of good men,
and that their administration be of a commendable kind

;

but that was the general wish among governors of states,

not an exception to the rule
; hence, it was not especially

noticeable in Mr. HAYES.

Mr. HAYES' growth as a patron of philanthropic work,

and as a laborer in that vineyard, came later. It was after

he had " suffered the slings and arrows of outrageous for-

tune
"

from the persistent and unceasing unfriendly criti-

cism alike of former political friends and partisan enemies

that a few friends of prison reform again called his services

to their aid. Suffering from conceived injustice to himself,

to what extent those criticisms developed the latent warmth

of feeling in Mr. HAYES toward the more dependent classes

of our common humanity, and controlled his course there-

after, is only conjecture; but, to my mind, those criticisms,

by conflict and contrast, created an impulse and developed
latent qualities of character in Mr. HAYES that only awaited

opportunity when 'he could be of service to his less-favored

fellow-men.

As a philanthropist, Mr. HAYES was not an originator of

methods, but a careful student of conditions. He acquired
a knowledge of systems, and of men, and of their

motives, and was quick to determine the probable results
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following any course of action. He often said that a

bad prison system when managed by a good man was far

preferable to a good system when controlled by an incom-

petent or corrupt official. He did not believe that revo-

lution in prison management could be immediate, but de-

pended upon the education of the people in such matters for

ultimate results. He visited nearly every prominent penal
institution in the land, and knew fairly well the details of its

management. In common with many other friends of prison

reform, his prejudices against the system in the Eastern

Penitentiary of Pennsylvania, at Philadelphia, were origi-

nally great. The system had been written upon by Dick-

ens, in his American Notes, and the inhumanity of locking
a man in a cell where no fellow-inmate could even see him

was abhorrent; still, after having visited that institution, years

after, and having informed himself by personal observation

as to the methods of management then in vogue, he saw

cause to change his prejudices, and he became an advocate

of the system, and gave public expression to the fact. The
name "

solitary system
'' had changed with him to " the

individual treatment system
" - its true name. He also

visited common jails, when visiting cities
;

and urged in

his own state the adoption of a system of absolute seclu-

sion of inmates one from another, the same system that

prevails, in theory at least, in the Eastern Penitentiary,

which, as stated before, he had visited, and Ohio inaugu-
rated a change in the construction of her county jails.

Mr. HAVES also visited state reformatories for adults in

several states, and was a believer in the possibility of every
inmate's reformation therein

;
and that it was the duty of

the public to make bountiful provision to that end. He
recognized fully that the influences of heredity and envi-

ronment largely contributed to the crimes for which prison-
ers had been convicted and were being imprisoned ; and
believed those influences should be eradicated, and bet-

ter purposes of life be established, and thereafter oppor-

tunity should be given to each well-intending ex-convict

to earn a competent living, and lead a better life. He
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had no patience with men who declined to give a repent-
ant fellow-being another chance. Still, he was conservative

in his views, and did not relish relapses to crime-life, and

would treat as dangerous to society one who would not

make great personal effort toward his own reclamation,

he would again place him where he could not be a

further menace to the public weal in prison.

Mr. HAYES also gave great prominence to all efforts of

the public toward the education of our youth, and partic-

ularly that portion who were being cared for in public and

private institutions. During the congresses of the association,

he spent a portion of his time at such institutions, address-

ing the little ones in their school-rooms and in chapels,

and sometimes, if he saw reasons for so doing, he gave
information to the officers as to better ways he had ob-

served in other similar places.

These were some of the notable features in that good
man's life ; but he had still another, in the same line, re-

lating to the official class. While suggesting changes in

methods of administration, he always avoided the exhibi-

tion, even by inference, of the importance of his personal

presence or opinion, and never expressed distrust or dis-

like, provided he believed that those with whom he con-

versed were earnest to receive or to impart useful infor-

mation. His friendships toward well-intending prison

officials were notable always ;
and he availed himself of

every opportunity to do kindness or to show courtesy to

them.

When he stepped from the presidential chair, he be-

came again, in every seeming thought, word, and action,

simply Mr. HAYES the citizen, and made no discernible

demonstration indicating that he had held the highest office

in the gift of man. I remember an occasion which well

illustrates that characteristic. It was in the year 1889, when

he did me a great service, and gave to our fellow-wardens

a high compliment. Major McClaughry had resigned as

warden of the Illinois State Penitentiary, at Joliet, and was

soon to become superintendent of the state reformatory in
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Pennsylvania, and his warden friends west of that state

desired to present him with a token of their regard. They
unanimously selected me as the friend who should make
the presentation address, and I accepted the duty as one

of pleasurable honor. Knowing well the inspiration the

presence and words of Mr. HAYES would give to the Major,
I wrote to the former, inviting him to come to Chicago,

and, with the wardens, visit the Major at the prison,

and for them, and in my place, deliver the presentation
address. There was no delay in receiving an answer.

The return mail brought it to me; and it was "Yes;
I will come !

"
and he did come

;
and the occasion was

one which will ever be remembered not as the sink-

ing of a great man to the level of lesser lights, but as

showing that the greater man made no distinction recog-

nized no difference between himself and others in humbler

walks of life, if the cause in which they labored were that

of reforming or elevating fellow-men.

Mr. HAYES had no false vanity, nor did he have artificial

method in his ways, and it required no effort on his part

to make others feel comfortable when in his presence.

He had received almost every gift of place possible for

him to receive in life; hence, he could not have had sel-

fish ambitious motive in his conduct toward those he sought
to aid. It was inherent goodness that directed Mr. HAYES

;

else, why should he have favored our wardens, as in the inci-

dent mentioned? or, as was his annual habit, why did he

march on foot with the Grand Army at their reunions?

or, why was he the conspicuous patron in the Peabody
and the Slater work? or, why did he devote so much of

his time to child development, that the present and the

coming generations might be better than our own? or,

why should he have given his best thought and effort in

the work of prison reform ? No, no
;

Mr. HAYES was

not catering to an ambition
;

he was not flattering a

personal vanity ;
he was controlled by his then promi-

nently developed characteristic his love for mankind, and

consequent desire for their elevation to a higher plane ;
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and with truth we may say, that, inherently, there must

have been in him the germ of largest humanity ;
and under

the influences of education, of environment, of position,

and of the refining but sometimes severe and unjust criti-

cisms often prevalent during his official life, that germ so

grew, so developed, that he became the Howard of the

present age ;
and as such Mr. HAYES receives our tribute

of memory and honor.

MEMORIAL ADDRESS, IN HONOR OF GENERAL RUTHERFORD
B. HAYES; BY REV. FREDERICK H. WINES, OF ILLINOIS.

The following memorial address was delivered before the

International Congress of Charities, Correction, and Philan-

thropy, at Chicago, June 12, 1893:

Ladies and Gentlemen : At Saratoga, in the summer of

1883, five gentlemen met to resurrect the National Prison

Association, which, since the death of the Rev. Dr. E. C.

Wines, its creator, had been sleeping, and was supposed to

be dead. I say five, but really there were but four
;
a fifth

had to be brought in, to make a quorum. These five men
asked General RUTHERFORD B. HAYES, the ex-president of

the United States, who had then been for two years again a

private citizen, to accept the presidency of the society. It

was a bold request. There was no apparent reason why he

should grant it. It was a place without honor or profit. The
work contemplated was the accomplishment of a purpose of

doubtful utility, great difficulty, and, in the estimation of

many, uncertain propriety the reformation and rehabilitation

of law-breakers, who are in some greater or less degree the

natural enemies of society. Yet the man whose memory we
revere and celebrate instantly and joyfully accepted this elec-

tion. For ten long years he failed not once to appear annu-

ally before the public, at the head of a little group of men
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and women unknown to fame, who were popularly regarded
as dreamy enthusiasts, amusing themselves by searching for

the pot of gold at the rainbow's foot. Probably no other

living man, in his position, would have done it. Why did

he? He said of himself quaintly, to the students of the

Johns Hopkins University, last November, that his function,

in connection with the association, was that of an advertising

agent merely ;
that he stood before the door and summoned

the passers-by to step in and examine wares which other

men had manufactured and were offering for sale. But why
did an ex-president of the United States, a general four

times wounded in battle, a man three times governor of his

native state, a man of wealth, learning, and the highest

social culture, and a lawyer withal, which means a man

thoroughly acquainted with the dark and mysterious ways
trodden by avarice and passion, the twin progenitors of

crime why did such a man stoop to become an advertising

agent for the cause of prison reform ? Evidently, we have

to do with a rare type of character, an exceptional man,
not to be judged as other men are, but with spiritual in-

sight, and without political prejudice.

There lives a light that none can view,

Whose thoughts are brutish.

Your thoughts, ladies and gentlemen, are not brutish, or

you would not be here. You knew him
;
some of you inti-

mately, nearly all of you for years. You have seen him at

his best, in all his manly dignity, his rugged strength, his

modesty, his sweetness, and his simplicity. You have come
into personal contact with his greatness, his truth, and his

courage. But I speak for a larger audience his countrymen
and the world, for by many he has been misjudged, under-

estimated, and traduced. I hope to explain him and to

vindicate him.

No charge, so far as I know, has been brought against
him personally. Before his elevation to a station than which

there is none higher, he had received such marks of popular
confidence that those who did not see the secret springs of
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his power over men commonly characterized him as lucky.

Every honor which came to him in the course of his long
life came unsought, except as he forever rekindled the fires

of ambition at the altar of duty. He was a young attorney
in Cincinnati, struggling for bread, when he was made city

solicitor, but not at his own suggestion. When, in 1861, he

volunteered in his country's defense, President Lincoln

offered him a colonel's commission
;

but he declined it, to

become a major in the Twenty-third Ohio infantry, because

he deemed himself too ignorant of military affairs to assume

the command of a regiment. He was nominated for con-

gress without his knowledge or consent. He would not

leave the post of danger to make the canvass for his own
election

;
nor would he enter the council chambers of the

nation till the war was over, and the sparrow could again
make its nest in the cannon's mouth. He was not a seeker

for the nomination, when first called to be governor of

Ohio. The second time, he was nominated by acclamation.

The third time, he refused the nomination when it had

already been made; and in order to compel his acceptance
of it, the convention adjourned without listening to his

declination. His candidacy for the presidency was the result

of his reputation and his availability before the people ;
he

owed it to no secret intrigue or corrupt combination. Not
his bitterest enemy has accused him of failure, in any official

relation, to discharge his duty as he understood it, or of any

conscious, intentional wrong. What offense he may have

given was exclusively political.

His professional and his private life were equally free from

stain. Common fame has proclaimed him a model husband

and father, as it would seem that any one must have been,

who had the good fortune to marry Lucy Webb. I once

heard him remark that she had but one rule of life the

golden rule, and that she never swerved from it. Her place
in the affections of the American people is as secure as it is

exalted. But he, too, followed that rule, stepping as nearly in

the footsteps of a woman worthy to be held in reverential

remembrance as a good man might. Even in his business
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relations, he was governed by a standard of righteousness

which few recognize as of equitable obligation in the forum of

ethics, and which the law has never attempted to enforce.

His home was in the natural gas belt of northern Ohio and

Indiana, where he owned lands which were thought to be very

valuable, for which he was offered a speculative price. He
refused to sell, because he did not believe them to be worth

what he was offered for them. He said that he would not

consent that any man should suffer loss in a business trans-

action to which he was a party.

A brilliant modern novelist has drawn an ideal portrait

of a man with a double nature, in the person of Dr. Jekyll.

There are, as we all know, splendid reputations which will

not bear investigation. There are men who wear one face

to the public, and another to their intimate companions ;

men who are good and bad in spots; who "compound for

sins they are inclined to by damning those they have no

mind to." Some who did not know or did not comprehend
President HAVES may imagine that he lacked single-mind-

edness; that his humanity and philanthropy were genuine,
but that he had another side, selfish, ambitious, unscrupu-

lous, treacherous, which impelled him to profit by a polit-

ical crime, and to reward a fraud perpetrated in the interest

of his party by the betrayal of that party. I propose to

grasp this nettle of a national scandal firmly, and with both

hands. I shall not make a political speech. I shall stop
this side of the danger-line, and wound the feelings of no

one present. But how would it be possible to esteem the

beneficiary of an alleged wrong done to the north and the

south alike, to the white man and the negro alike, if we
could believe him privy to such a wrong and a guilty par-

ticipant in it? Not all the service which he could render,

in later life, to the poor, the friendless, the ignorant, the

degraded, nor all the rain in the sweet heavens, could wash

white the stain. We must, as his admirers, find an answer

to the inquiry, whether the philanthropist HAVES and the

politician HAYES were two men of antagonistic principles
and sentiments, or whether his philanthropic and his polit-
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ical careers were in accord with each other, and were har-

monious manifestations of one and the same loyal, generous
nature.

We knew him as a philanthropist. We met him where

his voice was raised on behalf of the wretched prisoner, or

in wise and tender admonition to him, but with no' weak

compassion, no apology for wrong-doing, no abasement of

the majesty of the law, human or divine. With the friends

of the Indian, at Lake Mohonk and elsewhere, he dis-

cussed the wrongs done in the name of civilization to a

proud but conquered people, and by what means, if any,
we may give to them a better heritage in exchange for

that of which we have robbed them. He spent weary

nights and discouraging days in a struggle, in which his

whole heart was enlisted, to lift the negro to a point where

his own intelligence, morality, and thrift will compensate
the incidental loss which he has sustained in being deprived
of a master and a home, the struggle to fit him for the

responsibilities of freedom, and protect the republic from

the peril certain to confront us, if he is left to perish in

ignorance, poverty, and vice. He rejoiced in the just repres-

sion of crime, the beneficent progress of civilization, and

the extension of the area of human liberty : but the sight

of the victims of progress awakened his profound compas-

sion, and he refused to believe that a single life can be

innocently sacrificed which it is in our power by any means

to save. His sympathies were naturally with the weaker

party always ;
but beyond that, he was keenly alive to his

personal share of national responsibility for every preventi-

ble wrong and he had the statesman's instinctive apprehen-
sion of the duty of giving guaranties to posterity against

political and social dangers which can be foreseen and

averted. He watched for opportunities to do good, and

seized them as other men grasped for wealth or fame ;
and

it was the same combination of lofty and patriotic motives

that made him a champion of a sound financial policy, in

matters commercial and governmental.
I think the quality in him which impressed us most
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was his superb self-control. The highest mastery is the

mastery of self, and that he had attained. He was master

of his thoughts, master of his appetites, master of his

passions, master of his tongue. His will dominated his

body, and his conscience dominated his will. When, at

Winchester, he forded the morass at Opequan, alone, on

foot, under fire, and called from the other side to his men
to come to him, then charged and captured a battery, and

so decided the fortune of the day, he had, as he after-

ward told his friend Mr. Keifer, no expectation that he

would get across alive; but he thought that some of

his men might. He was merely fulfilling the pledge given
his commanding officer, when he said :

"
I shall depend

upon you for orders, and you can depend upon me that

they will be executed." Judge of his control of his tem-

per from his ability to adhere to the resolution never to

acknowledge that he had an enemy. He was never known
to speak unkindly of a human being. He could keep a

secret. General Grant, that great commander, was known
as " the silent man," but in the gift of silence HAVES was

at least his equal. He determined that, after leaving the

White House, he would not be interviewed on politics;

and I have seen the discomfiture of an overzealous reporter,

who attempted to accomplish the impossible. The. fire in

his eye, the set firmness of his mouth, and the gentleness
of his voice as he repulsed him, will live in my recollec-

tion forever. And the patient reserve with which he sub-

mitted to abuse and misrepresentation, without opening his

lips in apology, extenuation, or explanation, trusting his

reputation to time and to the impartial judgment of his-

tory, was sublime. Not even to his own children would he

utter a word in his own defense. He died, and he made
no sign.

Yet I know that he was not indifferent to public opin-
ion or insensible to neglect. At one of our meetings he

was invited to a camp-fire, where he alluded to the recent

loss of his wife and to her virtues in a way which melted

all who heard him to tears. Some one who heard him
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speak on that occasion said enthusiastically that he meant
to vote for HAYES at every election thereafter, as long as

they both lived. The next morning at breakfast I quoted
this friendly outburst to the President; and, turning his

head in a. way peculiar to himself, but which you must all

remember, he said, in a low tone, full of pathos, and in a

hesitating manner,
"

I think the tide is beginning to turn

a little in my favor."

The love and respect which we felt for him were shared

by many, and most of all by his army comrades. Gov-

ernor McKinley says that from the beginning to the end

of the war he was the most beloved officer in his regiment.
The Grand Army honored him in various ways ;

and he

was grand commander of the Loyal Legion. His affec-

tions were deep and warm. He loved his comrades, and

it was characteristic of him that he never missed a chance

to meet with them, but that he always walked with them,
even at the great parade of the Grand Army in Wash-

ington. He had in his house an unknown number of pho-

tographs, estimated at ten thousand. His charities were

unostentatious, but he gave up to the measure of his

ability, and beyond. He neglected no social duties, but

traveled thousands of miles to pay the last tribute of

respect to men whose public services or attachment to

himself entitled them to this remembrance. When President

Cleveland made the long journey to Fremont, in the dead

of winter, at great inconvenience to himself, to look at

the dead face of this hero in his coffin, he said,
"

I know
that he would have done as much for me ;" then added,
" He was a brave and an honest man." He worshipped
his wife

;
and his last word, in the agony of death, for-

getting all his past trials and triumphs, was, '
"

I know
that I am going where Lucy is." It is not strange that,

at a meeting of the Loyal Legion in Cincinnati, when he

referred to the illness of Mrs. Harrison, he broke down,
and the tears rained from his eyes upon the card of toasts

which he held in his hand. Children loved him, for he

loved the little ones. And he loved and communed with
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nature. There was not a tree in Spiegel Grove which he

did not know, nor a bird which sang in its branches to

which he could not have given a name. The purity and

gentleness of his spirit made the heavens to him an open
book.

Nor did he want the knowledge which comes from exten-

sive reading, illumined by the experience of affairs. Litera-

ture was his favorite recreation, even when he was absorbed

by the study of his profession, in his early manhood. At his

death his private library numbered two thousand volumes,
more than half of which were histories. It was especially rich

in American local history, with which he was very familiar.

He read much, of late, on social questions, particularly the

labor question, in which he was profoundly interested. He
had a mind rich in apt and striking quotations, and the por-

traits of eminent American authors adorned the walls of his

most private and sacred retreat.

As to his religious life, I shall say little. He never united

with any church, assigning as a reason, that he did not think

himself worthy. But he was known of all men as a Chris-

tian whose life was more eloquent than words. He believed

in the two great commandments, but was wont to say that

love to God is a matter between the creature and the Creator,

not to be spoken of
;
but that love to man, where it exists,

can not be hid, and needs not to be proclaimed. His like-

ness has been drawn by the pen of inspiration, in that

chapter where Paul describes a gentleman :

" He suffered

long and was kind, he envied not, he vaunted not himself,

he sought not his own, he was not easily provoked, he

thought no evil, he rejoiced not in iniquity, but rejoiced in

the truth." And his charity never failed
; great as was the

strain upon it, but endured to the end.

If there are any who fancy that his interest in philan-

thropic movements was an afterthought, and began when he

had not anything else to occupy his mind, that error should

be corrected. The first case which brought him into notice

as a lawyer was that of a half-witted girl, named Nancy
Farrer, accused of murder and convicted in the lower court,
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whom he succeeded in having adjudged insane and sent to

a hospital. After her discharge from the hospital, he as-

sumed the cost of maintaining her for her natural life.

When he became governor of Ohio, his first act was to visit

Mrs. Victor, in the penitentiary, under sentence of death,

and commute her sentence to imprisonment for life, remark-

ing that no woman should be hung during his administra-

tion. In 1870, when the first National Prison Congress as-

sembled in Cincinnati, he was there and presided, in the

absence of Mr. Elaine, who had agreed to do so, but was

prevented from coming. He was a member of the commit-

tee appointed to organize the association, and was one of

those n,amed in its charter.

His state papers, while president of the United States,

reveal his interest in every good word and work. To begin
with things that are perhaps least, he secured the completion
of the Washington monument, and favored the reclamation

of the Potomac Flats. To him we owe the erection of the

library of congress and of the national museum, and the

removal of the national observatory, for he urged these meas-

ures, though they were not carried out until after his term

of orifice had expired. He recommended the laying of a

marine telegraph, connecting America with China. He de-

clared himself opposed to the construction of any canal

across the isthmus of Panama, except a canal under Amer-

ican control. He tried to protect our timber lands from

depredation and waste. He suggested the necessity of

having animals in transit by rail protected by federal stat-

utes. He was opposed to war, and advocated international

arbitration. He insisted upon the duty of giving to the

negro an education, and of protecting him in the exercise of

his legal right of suffrage. He advocated the granting of

lands to the Indians in severally, and breaking up their

tribal relations; he recommended their enlistment in the

cavalry ;
he approved and upheld their education in the

schools at Hampton and at Carlisle. He was everywhere
and always the friend of education, in its fullest extent, for

all classes of citizens, and said, in his inaugural address,
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" Universal suffrage should rest upon universal education."

He even desired to see federal aid granted for the support
of public schools, in states too impoverished to maintain

them without it. He believed in the new education, and

was the ardent, unflinching apostle of manual training, which

he declared to be with him a hobby. Literary men must

always be grateful to him for the recognition given them
in the appointment of James Russell Lowell minister to

England, Bayard Taylor to Germany, and Andrew D. White
to Russia. He constituted 'himself the protector of the

Chinese, and vetoed an act to restrict their immigration to

the United States, because it was in violation of their treaty

rights, the Burlingame, treaty having explicitly recognized
" the inherent and inalienable right of man to change his

home and allegiance, and also the mutual advantage of the

free migration and immigration of the citizens and subjects

of the United States and China respectively from the one

country to the other, for purposes of curiosity, of trade, or as

permanent residents." This bill was passed over his veto.

He favored civil service reform. Politically, he may almost

be said to be its father ;
he was its godfather at least. In

a letter to the collector of customs at New York, he wrote :

" Neither my recommendation, nor that of the secretary of

the treasury, nor the recommendation of any member of

congress or other influential person, should be specially re-

garded. Restrict the area of patronage to the narrowest

possible limits." To congress he said, "The authority of

appointment and removal is not a perquisite but a trust."

But his greatest service to the country was undoubtedly the

stand which he maintained for the honest payment of the

national debt, his opposition to the unlimited issue of treas-

ury notes, and to the depreciation of the currency by coin-

ing silver dollars below par, and making them a legal tender.

His successful campaign against greenbackery made him the

nominee of his party for the presidency. As president, he

had the courage to veto the Bland silver bill, on the ground
that it would impair the obligation of contracts and inju-

riously affect the public credit. Yet he favored the coinage
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of silver dollars of full value, and he sent delegates to the

monetary conference at Paris, the object of which was to

find a way to maintain gold and silver coin at par with

each other, by means of an international agreement. The
national debt was refunded, under his administration, and

that marvelous feat accomplished of the resumption of specie

payment, which he had advised in his inaugural address.

This rapid and imperfect sketch of some of the leading
features of his administration confirms the impression which

association with him in philanthropic work has made, that he

was a broad-minded, far-seeing, wise, honest, large-hearted

man, well balanced, not carried away by impulse, not swayed

by popular clamor, but the embodiment of common sense
;

more of a statesman than a politician, but shrewd, and not

wanting in tact, who looked rather to the future than to the

present, and fixed his eye upon the widest horizons. He
would not sacrifice a larger interest to a smaller, his party
to a faction, the nation to his party, humanity to any preju-

dice of race, or right to expediency.
It has been the fashion to say that he was not a bril-

liant man, which is true. The idols of mankind are artists,

orators, poets, men of imagination, gifted with the power of

expression, or mighty captains, conquerers, those daring in-

novators who overturn existing institutions, and change the

map of the globe. The endowments bestowed upon HAYES
at his birth were solid and substantial, rather than showy.
One would scarcely call him an orator, yet few public

speakers were so convincing and persuasive or could make
so many converts to their own ideas. He was a soldier,

and proud of his record
;
but one would hardly call him a

great soldier, though Grant said of him that ''
his conduct

on the field was marked by conspicuous gallantry, as well

as by the display of qualities of a higher order than mere

personal daring ;" and if he had served elsewhere than in

West Virginia, he might have risen to a higher rank than

that of major general by brevet.

But when it is said that he was not a great man, a

wrong is done him. What makes men great ? What ele-
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ment of greatness did he lack ? Washington Gladden's

estimate of him is more just, when he calls him " Ohio's

greatest citizen," and says that " Grant and Sherman and

Sheridan were greater generals ;
Garfield was a greater gen-

ius
;
and there have been greater orators and greater jurists

and greater educators
;

but take him all in all, for an all-

round man, there is not another who will measure quite
as large as the good man who has just gone."

To call him a weak man is to do violence to language.
There are two sorts of strength, that of aggression and that

of endurance. Of these two, can there be any doubt that

it takes more courage to stand and take a blow than to

deliver one ? The role assigned him in the drama of history

was essentially a negative one, and greater power to main-

tain an attitude of absolute independence, without any sem-

blance of defiance, has never been shown than he displayed

during the four years he spent in Washington. He has told

me that the first two years were the unhappiest of his life,

but the last two the happiest. He had placed his lance in

rest, and, seated motionless upon his horse, he had success-

fully withstood the shock of charge after charge by the

champions of political knighthood, without being unseated,

or even a dent made upon his armor. All his enemies had

been compelled to yield to the firmness of his convictions

and his will. Not even by strategy had they been able

to gain any advantage over him. And yet he was weak !

What nonsense ! If he had been weak, they would have

been better pleased.

I come now to the history of the circumstances connected

with the election of 1876, the dispute over the electoral vote

of Louisiana, South Carolina, and Florida, and the settlement

of this heated controversy by means of the device of the

electoral commission. Into this history I shall not enter

further than seems necessary to clear the character of my
friend from imputations which have been brought against

it. A New York paper, speaking of him after his death,

said : "An otherwise creditable and honorable life was

blackened forever by the acceptance of a stolen office."
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And again :

" He was himself a party to the conspiracy by
which he profited, and an active agent in promoting the

monumental crime." A Charleston journal, more generous,
said :

" He sinned, and he repented."

If General HAYES sinned in accepting the verdict of the

electoral commission, which was acquiesced in by the nation,

and in governing his conduct by the law of the land, he

certainly did not repent, for he was unconscious of having
committed any wrong. He believed that the verdict of the

commission was a just verdict. He believed, as fully as he

believed in his own existence, that he was entitled in law

and in equity to the votes of the three states which were so

fiercely claimed by both political parties. He believed,

moreover, that the vote of several other states, had it been

freely and fully cast and fairly counted, belonged of right

to him. He had not the shadow of a doubt of his election.

To this assertion the natural and very pertinent objection will

be urged, that if General HAYES received the electoral vote

of these states, then the Republican candidate for governor
in each of them must also have been elected. Undoubt-

edly. No one asserts the contrary. HAYES believed that

they were elected. The question will next be put to me, why
then did he not, after taking his seat, recognize and sustain

them ? To this question there are two conclusive answers.

The first is an answer in law. In the trial of causes, the

same point of law may be ruled upon in one way in a state

court, and in another in a federal court. When any case

comes before the supreme court of the United States upon

appeal, the supreme court will ordinarily sustain the decision

of a state court, based upon local statutes, if it can, and if

it has delivered no previous conflicting opinion based upon
the federal statutes and practice. The case in dispute did

not reach the supreme court, or a method would have been

foujid to reconcile the obviously inconsistent verdicts ren-

dered, one in the case of th presidency by a national tri-

bunal with special and exclusive jurisdiction, and the other

three by state authority, from which no appeal to the

federal courts was ever taken. Both decisions could not be
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right, for they were absolutely contradictory. But Mr.

HAVES had no part in either, and was legally bound by
both. The executive can not set aside a judicial decree

without usurpation.

But a less technical and far more satisfactory answer

is found in the fact that President HAYES could not sus-

tain the Republican claimants, except by the exercise of

military force, which he had virtually promised, in his

letter accepting the nomination, not to use. The Repub-
lican party, in its platform of 1876, had said: "The per-

manent pacification of the southern section of the union

is a duty to which the Republican party stands sacredly

pledged." HAYES said, referring to this declaration,
" The

moral and national (material ?) prosperity of the southern

states can be most effectually advanced by a hearty and

generous recognition of the rights of all, by all a recog-

nition without reserve or exception. With such a recogni-

tion fully accorded, it will be practicable to promote, by
the influence of all legitimate agencies of the general gov-

ernment, the efforts of the people of those states to obtain

for themselves the blessings of honest and capable local

government. If elected, I shall consider it not only my
duty, but it will be my ardent desire, to labor for the

attainment of this end.
v This letter is dated July 8, 1876,

four months before the election. As everybody knows,
the effort which the candidate, following in this regard the

implied instruction of his party, pledged himself to pro-

mote, and with that end in view to avail himself of all

legitimate federal agencies, was the effort of the southern

states to throw off the burden of the so-called
"
carpet-

bag" governments. He promised, in the \vords which I

have quoted, that he would not interfere with the free-

dom of local election, or the decision of local questions

by local tribunals; but on one condition, namely, that the

negro voters should be protected in the enjoyment of all

their constitutional rights. Any other construction of his

language would be to juggle with words, with the intent

to deceive, of which he would no more be guilty than he
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would be guilty of going back upon his promise. General

Grant had, in fact, already withdrawn the troops from

Alabama, Mississippi, and Arkansas. He approved of Presi-

dent HAYES* action in withdrawing them from all the

southern states, and said to him that he would have done

the same had he been in his place.

This, then, is the unsubstantial foundation of the charge
of insincerity brought against him. He withdrew the troops
from Louisiana; but he did not withdraw them until after

the report of the Louisiana commission, appointed
" to ex-

amine and determine the real extent and form and effect

to which" military intervention actually existed, "and to

decide as to the time, manner, and conditions which

should be observed in putting an end to it." When the

troops were withdrawn, the Packard government fell, as a

matter of course. The action of President HAYES aroused

the bitter resentment of a majority of his party, and it may
probably be said with truth that his action laid the foun-

dation for the solid south, and was the beginning of the

end of Republican supremacy in the nation. But the view

which HAYES took of the political situation was that the

continued employment of physical force on behalf of Gov-

ernor Packard would be both impolitic and impracticable,

since the north was tired of the conflict, and would not

longer uphold it
;
in other words, that the inevitable had to

be faced with calmness and discretion
;
and that, had he

taken the other horn of the dilemma, the political disaster

to his party might have been earlier and greater. This

view receives some confirmation from the part which the

so-called force bill played in the last presidential election.

But it is further charged that this withdrawal of the

troops was due to a corrupt agreement, of which Mr.

HAYES had criminal knowledge, and in which he was a

guilty participant. So far as his knowledge or participation

is in question, if there was such an agreement, I have no

hesitation in denying it, with emphasis. He wrote but one

letter on the subject, and that was to his friend Senator

Sherman, in which he said :

" There must be nothing
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crooked on our part. Let Mr. Tilden have the place by
violence, intimidation, and fraud, rather than undertake to

prevent it by means that will not bear the strictest scru-

tiny." He was urged by his friends to come to Washing-
ton. He refused. He was asked to send a messenger
authorized to speak for him, and he would not do that.

He exercised his wonderful gift of silence
;

he summoned
all his patience to his aid, and he awaited the result,

not without anxiety, but without eagerness and without

fear.

This statement will be received with incredulity, perhaps
even with scornful derision, by some whose passions are

yet hot, when they recall this painful page of American his-

tory. But that is no reason why the truth should not be

told. The politician is a stock subject for ribald jesting,

like that directed against mothers-in-law, and often equally
witless ; nevertheless, a politician may be as honest as any
other man. Thank God, there are men who believe in

honor in politics, as they believe in honor in trade. Better

yet, there are men whose lives exemplify this belief. Presi-

dent HAYES was one.

But, it will be said, at any rate there was a bargain, and,

whether he was a party to it in advance or not, he fulfilled

it, when its terms were made known to him.

There was certainly a combination of interests and a con-

sensus of beliefs. The man who does not know that no

public measure is ever carried out otherwise than by mutual

understanding and concession on the part of men who differ

as to details, and that the larger interest prevails over the

lesser, irrespective of the plans or wishes of individuals, is

ignorant of the primary condition of associated human action.

Such natural combinations are not properly characterized

as conspiracies, nor even as bargains.

There is no mystery whatever about the steps by which

Mr. HAYES' title to the presidency was acknowledged and

confirmed. It was a logical necessity of the situation, and

could not have been prevented. It might have been better

for the Republican party if it had
; but those of us who be-
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lieve in historical evolution and divine providence can not

assert that it would have been better for the country. The
south was impoverished by the war, anxious for peace, that

it might rebuild its shattered fortunes, chafing under the

suspicion that it secretly desired to renew the conflict or

to reinslave the negroes. It was weighed down by op-

pressive taxation. It desired to be governed in all local

matters by its intelligence rather than by its ignorance,
and it resented the control of its property interests by
a class which owned nothing. It saw that the seating of

Mr. Tilden would bring to it endless trouble, and some

of the shrewd, long-headed men of that section frankly

said to Mr. HAYES' friends,
" We prefer that Mr. HAYES

should take the place, for the sake of peace, and because

we believe that peace is essential to our prosperity; but we

can not and will not submit to negro domination at home.

Will Mr. HAYES give us any assurance that he will let us

alone, and allow us to settle our own local questions, free from

federal interference or control?" This question was carried

directly to Mr. HAYES, who replied that he had said all that

he had to say in his letter of acceptance ;
that he could

and would add nothing to it
;
that to say more would sim-

ply be to repeat himself. The question, he said, was one of

his sincerity and good faith, with regard to which those

who knew him best could testify. And that is all he ever

said. He made no promise whatever, but stood on his letter

of acceptance. No friend of his was authorized to make

any promise for him. In fact, no promise was ever made.

All assertions to the contrary are inferential, and rest on cir-

cumstantial evidence only. If any man has direct evidence

to the contrary, I challenge him to produce it.

There was, at the Wormley Hotel, in Washington, a con-

ference of certain prominent Republicans and certain promi-
nent southern Democrats, at which it is claimed that the

alleged bargain was made. But nothing was said at that con-

ference which might not, but for prudential reasons, have

been printed in all the daily newspapers the next morning;

nothing that was discreditable to any of the participants ;
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nothing that was not in the highest degree patriotic, and in

the interest of peace, at a time when civil war was raising

its threatening head. A full account of its proceedings will

be given to the public at a proper time. In substance they
consisted of the question, on the one hand, "Will Mr. HAVKS
stand by his letter of acceptance?" and on the other, "Will

the south stand by the amendments to the constitution, and

protect the negro in his rights ?
"

Such assurances were

mutually given and received. The rest followed.

With reference to the alleged purchase of the Louisiana

returning board, I know nothing about that. I can only

say that I probably know as much as General HAYES
did. There is no apparent reason why Republicans in

Louisiana should have demanded compensation for per-

forming what, from their point of view, was an obvious

duty. As to the appointment of these men subsequently
to office, if they were ostracised and exiled for doing what

HAYES believed to have been their duty, he would have

been a poltroon and a traitor, had he allowed them to

perish for want of employment.
Both HAVES and Tilden were political martyrs. Tilden

was denounced by a section of his party for not asserting

his right to an office to which the electoral commission

declined to certify his title, and for not taking possession of

it by force. HAYES was denounced by the united voice of

his political opponents for accepting the presidency, which

it was foolishly said that he should have relinquished to

Mr. Tilden, as if that had been in his power to do. After

the rendering of the verdict, his legal successor could have

been only Mr. Wheeler. But HAYES was also denounced

by many Republicans for abandoning Governor Packard to

his fate. He entered the White House under the most

extraordinary circumstances, under bonds to enforce a policy

of pacification which was most unpopular with his own

party, and for which he received but scanty acknowledgment
from the south, though Wade Hampton has truthfully said

that the south owes him a debt which it can never repay.

He planted himself upon what he believed to be the right.
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and stood there, like Simeon Stylites on his pillar in the

desert, almost deserted by the politicians, compromised as a

Republican by the attention shown him by southern Demo-

crats, and sustained only by his conscience and by the

echoes of approval which reached him through private let-

ters from scholars and from the common people. If Mr.

Tilden suffered the stings of fate, President HAYES was a

far greater sufferer. His only consolation was the spectacle
of the irresistible rising of the tide of returning reason on

the part of the Republicans, who were compelled to sustain

him, when he resisted the attempt to attach political riders

to the bills making appropriations for the support of the

government, a struggle in which he exhibited the courage of

a Spartan and the self-possession of a sage. Yet he died

unforgiven by those whose will he had crossed, with a willow

at the head of the grave where there should have been

planted, and will yet be planted, the laurel and the olive

tree.

The restraint which I have been under in speaking has

compelled me to do injustice to this great subject, which

must and will be more fully discussed elsewhere. History

presents many illustrious examples of the reversal of con-

temporary opinion by the judgment of posterity. All

thoughtful and candid men, irrespective of their party

predilections, must sooner or later acknowledge that this

simple story, as I have told it, is consistent, intelligible,

and rational. That a man of his intelligence, his probity,

and his force, so singularly free from self-seeking and from

hypocrisy, should have bartered his integrity for a crown

of thorns, and have been led by personal ambition to part

company with his friends, to contradict every utterance

of his entire life, and to betray the helpless freedmen,
for whose emancipation he had shed his blood, is a theory
of human nature which can only be stated to be rejected

with scorn by every man of honor. I have said of him

not what he would have said for himself, had he graced
this platform by his benignant presence, for he would,

living, have been incapable of reproach or expostulation;
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but I have said what he must have known would be said

of him after his death. I have desired not so much to

clear his memory from stain, for after all he was only an

individual among many millions, as to wipe out a blot

upon the fair fame of the great American republic, which

is dear to men of every section and of all schools of

political thought, and the honor' of every American citizen

is assailed when the tongue of slander is let loose against
this man.

GEN. RUTHERFORD B. HAVES
;
BY W. M. F. ROUND, SECRE-

TARY OF THE NEW YORK STATE PRISON ASSOCIATION.

Ex-President RUTHERFORD B. HAYES, twice a congress-

man, thrice governor of Ohio, once a military officer of high

position and renown, once president of the United States,

had also another side to his character than that indicated

by these honorable titles. He was eminently and before all

things a philanthropist, a lover of his fellow-men, and a

worker for their interests.

A careful study of his life, from early manhood until

his too early death, shows him to have been identified with

many of the great reforms of his time. Quietly, unosten-

tatiously valuing his great honors for what they were worth,

but never parading them, Mr. HAYES was easily a leader

in the movement for the uplifting of the colored race in

the south, and for the improvement of the penal system of

the country,
x

There was no subject touching the elevation of humanity
in America, no matter how deep the problem involved, but

that General HAYES brought the most untiring efforts to

help in its solution, and gave both his time and his name
to the organization of practical charities. Beginning in his

own city among his own neighbors, he was known as a

generous giver, a thoughtful adviser, a sympathetic helper,

wherever there was need.

In the larger affairs of the national organization of chari-

ties, this good man permitted himself to be ladened with
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onerous duties, never once counted his ease or the leisure

which he had the right to enjoy, and did perhaps more
than any other man in the country to give stability and

character to the prison reform movement, to the cause of

the education of the colored man, and to a reasonable

amelioration of the woes of the Indian. Calm, painstaking,
with a singularly clear vision for the main facts and issues,

never wavering in the slightest where a question of princi-

ple was involved, General HAYES was a tower of strength
to any movement to which he lent his name, and knowing
the prestige that belonged to an ex-president of the Uni-

ted States, he lent his name only where he was willing to

follow with his entire influence and his whole personality.

There was no clearer headed or more conscientious public
man in this country than he was. His patience in bearing
the atrocious calumnies of an opposing party was heroic.

It is as a prison reformer that the writer of this article

has best known General HAYES and his work. In 1870,

there was called at Cincinnati a National Prison Congress
which perhaps had a wider influence than any that has been

held since and we find General HAYES presiding at that

congress. At that time, he was governor of Ohio. All the

surviving members of that congress bear testimony to the

heartiness with which Governor HAYES entered into its

deliberations
;

and from that moment he linked himself

with the advanced guard of prison reformers. He has

never fallen behind.

At that time, the indeterminate sentence was only named
to be considered a scheme of visionaries, and was regarded
as an attack upon established theories of punishment for

crime. Governor HAYES at once recognized in it the key-

note of the new penology, and the solution of many of

the most vexed problems of crime treatment. He, how-

ever, with singular wisdom, refrained from making it the

burden of his public utterances, but lost no opportunity to

aid the scheme, and its gradual introduction into his own
and other states. He engaged in every movement of the
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prison reformers, and was one of the original incorporators

of the National Prison Association of the United States.

Upon the death of Dr. Wines, the National Prison

Association of the United States, having accomplished a

large work in the organization of the International Peniten-

tiary Commission and the establishment of international

penitentiary congresses, became inactive. The work inau-

gurated by it in Europe went on most successfully, but the

National Prison Association itself held no meetings. In

1883, it was found desirable to reorganize the National

Prison Association. A call was issued by the Prison Asso-

ciation of New York for a meeting to be held at Saratoga
at the same time as the meeting of the National Social

Science Association. Four men of the original members of

the association responded to the call. To make a quorum
required five ; and the writer of these lines went out to

search for the fifth, finding the late Irenaeus Prime in a

Saratoga boarding-house, just recovering from a severe ill-

ness, who, at a great risk to his health, left his room to

complete the quorum. Then and there General HAYES was

elected President of the National Prison Association. There

was great uncertainty as to the success of its reorganiza-

tion ; but, in the minds of those who had the matter in

hand, there was no doubt as to its need. A full statement

of the case was written to General HAYES, who at once

accepted the position of president of the association ; and

from that moment he has held a laboring oar in the organi-

zation and upbuilding of this great body, which is perhaps

to-day as influential as any similar organization in the coun-

try or in the world. The journey from Fremont to New
York was never too long for him to take to attend the

meetings.
A man full of cares and occupations, he always found

time for a careful and thoughtful consideration of every

question that came before the association. He has never

missed a meeting of the National Prison Congress since the

reorganization of the association ; and his speeches from the

first have had the truest ring of the reformer. In his
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Toronto address, we find him denouncing the jail system
of the country, and proposing measures for its reformation.

We find him demanding the entire separation of young and
old offenders. We find him advocating the permanent con-

finement of habitual criminals, in his Boston address. We
find him pleading for a recognition of the common human-

ity in criminals alike with honest men. In Nashville, we
find him making an earnest plea for the indeterminate sen-

tence. In Cincinnati, we find him pleading for a better

education of criminals in prison industry and in letters ;

always in the front rank, and always following up his words

by his utmost personal influence in his own state and in the

nation.

Under the presidency of General HAYES, the National

Prison Association, in its organization and reorganization,
has grown from its five members at Saratoga, in 1883, to

more than two hundred, and numbers all the leading prison
men of the country. There is not one of them but has

felt a warm feeling of fellowship and love for President

HAYES
; and that they could freely approach him for advice,

and fully depend upon him for support, in any measure of

reform that they wished to introduce.

It is not alone in the field of prison reform that Gen-

eral HAYES has won distinction as a philanthropist. His

presidency of the board of managers of the Slater fund has

led him to a most thorough study of the social condition

of the negro at the south, and of methods for his uplift-

ing. The writer of this article can remember a conversa-

tion with General Gordon, of Georgia, in which he said

that he had never seen in his life a man who had so thor-

oughly mastered the difficulties that beset the problem of

the colored race in the south as General HAYES. In the

war, he had taken his life in his hand to fight for this

race, and had thrown all the weight of his character against

slavery; as a President, he had undertaken the problem of

reconciliation between north and south, fully recognizing

the rights of both the vanquished and the victorious
; and,

later on, as a citizen, had studied the whole problem of the
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southern social condition, without prejudice or sectional bias.

His faith in the future of the colored man in the south

was very great, but his uplifting was to depend upon his

education, and his education to be effected and controlled

by the race that had been his master. It must be a process
of generations. In the administration of the Peabody and

Slater funds, he was a tower of strength and of wise counsel.

In all matters of education, General HAYES was deeply
interested. As a trustee of the Ohio University, he advo-

cated the most advanced methods, the most liberal scheme

of education. As a private citizen in Fremont, there was

not a detail of public school management that he was not

familiar with
;
and there was not an educational movement

in the whole country, based upon novel or advanced ideas,

that he did not find it worth while to study, and, if possi-

ble, to approve.
When the scheme for the Burnham Industrial Farm was

laid out, sitting face to face with General HAYES, in an

hour's conversation, the organizer unfolded to him the prin-

ciples that were to underlie that institution. The need had

already been apparent to both. Intelligent questions as to

the smallest details of the plan, wise criticisms of some fea-

tures, warnings as to some dangers, all fell from the lips

of this great-hearted public man
; and, at the conclusion of

the conversation, he put forth his hand, and said,
" You

are on the right track
;

never be discouraged. You will

certainly succeed." He was from that hour a warm friend

of the movement. Among the most cherished traditions of

the Burnham farm is the memory of a visit of several

days' duration
;
and hanging on the wall of the brothers'

room is a cordial letter, expressing approbation of the sys-

tem. During that visit there was not a boy there with

whom Mr. HAYES did not have a personal talk as to his

future, nor a brother with whom he did not leave a new

impulse of zeal, by his inspiring words. He followed the

growth of the movement step by step, and had planned
another visit during the coming summer.

In his charities, in his works of public philanthropy, in
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his efforts for education, General HAYES was most gener-

ously unsparing of himself, and most conscientious. He
never permitted his name to be used in connection with

any enterprise until he had sifted it to the utmost. He
never permitted his name to be used in connection with

any enterprise to which he did not give his own person-

ality. If he accepted a title, he accepted the duties that

went with it, and performed them in the utmost method-

ical and careful manner. His opportunities for enriching
himself by the use of the prestige that naturally attached

to him were very great. He put them by with admirable

firmnesss, and the dignity that belonged to a man who
had held the first office in the gift of the nation was never

lowered by any act of his daily life. Those who knew
him best, most closely, the citizens of his own town, bear

testimony to the simplicity of his character, to the tender-

ness of his heart, to the generosity of his nature, to the

wisdom of his counsel.

General HAYES will be remembered in the pages of our

national history as a brave soldier, a noble man, a good

president, and as one of the foremost of American philan-

thropists, who carried the duties of the first citizen of

the country with entire integrity. Because he lived and

labored, he has left a higher standard of American manhood.

LETTER; FROM MICHAEL CASSIDY, WARDEN OF THE EAST-

ERN STATE PENITENTIARY, PENNSYLVANIA.

Dear Sir : I very much regret that I can not attend the

meeting of the congress of the association on the 7th of June,
at Chicago. It will be the first annual meeting of the asso-

ciation at which the absence of President HAYES must be

felt by all who will attend. The vacuum made by his removal

from among us will always remain a vacant space in the

meetings of the association. Those who have been associated

with him in the work in which he had so much interest, and

which he applied every effort of his great ability to promote,
will mourn his loss. Always attentive to any suggestion
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that would advance the cause in which we are all interested,

he gained our respect. Society has lost one of the able

advocates of the moral improvement of the condition of

mankind, the association a wise and judicious director of its

aims to accomplish its purposes, and the general community
a practical benefactor.

This is my tribute to his memory.
MICHAEL J. CASSIDY.

LETTER; FROM EX-GOVERNOR RUFUS B. BULLOCK, OF

GEORGIA.

My Dear Sir : In reply to your kind letter, asking me
to write a brief sketch of my estimate of the character and

work of President HAYES for use at the memorial meeting of

the National Prison Congress, which will be held at Chicago,

June 7, I have to say, that my only knowledge of the mili-

tary career of the lamented president of our association has

been gained by reading since the war. During that interest-

ing period, I was engaged
"
fishing on this side the creek."

This record is all to his credit as a patriotic man and a brave

soldier, who refused the ease of political promotion so long as

his services were more useful to his government at the front,

in line ol battle.

My first personal acquaintance with General HAYES was

after his election to the Presidency of the re-United States.

In that high office, he so evenly balanced the bitter issues

existing between the sections as to give quiet and hope for

substantial progress here, while his own political party were

enabled to maintain their supremacy in the nation, by electing

his successor.

From the time of his refusal to be a candidate for re-

election to his high office up to the hour of his translation, all

his actions were in the direction of promoting works of philan-

thropy.
He solved for himself the question

" what use to make
of ex-presidents ?

"
by giving the benefit of his high position,

commanding influence, and wide experience, to the promotion
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of great measures of reform ; not the least of which, our

prison reform associates are most familiar with.

As president of the Peabody and of the Slater educational

boards, having in charge the distribution of those large funds,

the judicious control and wise direction of Mr. HAYES'

unerring judgment has been brought close to the attention,

and received the approbation of, my section of our common

country.
To have so managed a fund for the education of colored

people in this section as to accomplish the design of the

donor, and at the same time command the outspoken ap-

proval of our white people, is no small achievement, and to me
is the highest evidence of his statesmanship.

He did not lack the courage to accept an invitation to hold

an annual session of the prison congress in the heart of the
"
chain-gang

"
territory, and with that mild firmness which

seems to have been a controlling characteristic of our la-

mented chief officer, the proceedings of the congress were

conducted with the same freedom of expression and discussion

as if it were being held in Ohio. The good seed then planted
is bearing fruit among us, and the impressions from actual

observation, carried away, have no doubt engendered more

tolerant judgment of us among our associates
;

and in this we
have further proof of the wisdom of him we mourn.

There is no other example of a man who has risen by

political preferment, through partisan contests, to the highest

office in the republic, voluntarily stepping back to his place as

an active private citizen in the performance of all its duties,

and thereby earning, and at his death receiving, the universal

acclaim of " well done, good and faithful servant," which

has been bestowed by an appreciative country upon RUTH-
ERFORD B. HAYES.

I esteem it an honor to be permitted to unite with you
in this memorial meeting.

RUFUS B. BULLOCK.
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LETTER; FROM D. c. OILMAN, PRESIDENT OF THE JOHNS
HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.

Dear Sir: The founder of this trust, Mr. John F. Sla-

ter, before making his generous gift for the education of

the freedmen, consulted, at his home in Norwich, with the

Hon. RUTHERFORD B. HAYES, the tenure of whose office

as President of the United States had then recently ex-

pired. President HAYES had been for several years one

of the trustees of the Peabody fund, and the knowledge
he had thus gained with respect to education in the south-

ern states, and his interest in all questions pertaining to the

moral and social welfare of the country, made his counsel

of especial value. When this board was selected, his name
stood first upon the list of members, and he was desig-

nated by Mr. Slater as the president. The nomination was

confirmed by the legislature of the state of New York in

the original act of incorporation.

In the ten years which have since elapsed, the trustees

have held sixteen meetings, and at every one of them

President HAYES has occupied the chair, and has guided
the deliberations. Usually, he came from his distant home
in Ohio for the single purpose of attending these meetings.
In the intervals, he carried on a voluminous correspond-
ence with the general agents of the fund and with his

colleagues. Thrice since our organization, he has made

long journeys in the south, for the purpose of observing
the condition of the freedmen and the progress of educa-

tion among them. Before our last annual meeting, he ac-

companied Dr. Curry on an extended tour through several

of the southern states. He was everywhere received with

the respect due to the high station which he had held in

the government of the United States, and also with marked

regard for his personal character, for his conciliatory ac-

tion towards the south while he was President, and for

his subsequent devotion to the advancement of public
instruction.
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leagues, have come to know him well. We remember how

carefully he considered every proposition which was sug-

gested for the advancement of our work; how he arranged
in advance the order of business for every meeting; and

how he advised the executive officers in those particu-

lars which were left undetermined by the board. We
can not forget that he was particularly interested in the

promotion of manual instruction
;
that he repeatedly visited

those schools in New York where industrial education is

efficiently encouraged ;
and that, in his public addresses, he

often expounded and defended the methods he had ob-

served and the principles in which he believed.

In paying this tribute of respect to his memory, we

naturally recall his own appreciative words, as he spoke of

those members of this board who were successively removed

by death Chief Justice Waite, Hon. W. E. Dodge, and

Rev. Dr. Boyce, words which seemed to his colleagues, in

every case, so just and so appropriate that they were

adopted by the board as their own, and recorded upon
the minutes. In his remarks upon the life of Mr. John F.

Slater, he took pains to put on record the interpretation

given by the founder to Christian education, a phrase em-

ployed in his original letter to this board.

The qualities which gave distinction to President HAVES
in his public career were manifested in the position that he

held as president of this board. His directness, his sim-

plicity, his kindness of disposition, his fidelity to every en-

gagement, his readiness to co-operate in every good under-

taking, his freedom from self-seeking, his punctuality,

patience, careful attention to details, and his sympathy
with the efforts of those who labor for the good of their

fellow-men, were constantly apparent. He did not concern

himself with the financial affairs of the trust, and was not

disposed to make suggestions regarding the details of

school management ;
but he understood perfectly the diffi-

culties of the problem of educating the freedmen, and was

willing to take time to remove these difficulties. He never
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doubted that great results were tc come from the united

efforts of patriotic people in the south and in the north.

His public and his private utterances on this subject were

vigorous and inspiring.

The tributes already paid to the memory of President

HAYES, in every part of the country, have been so numer-

ous and so cordial that no attempt need now be made
to recapitulate the incidents of his life or to analyze his

character. The trustees, however, unanimously place upon
record their respect for a man of lofty ideals, of unfailing

patriotism, of wise counsels, and of unselfish devotion to

the good of his fellow-men. To his lasting honor be it

remembered that, after retiring from the highest station

in the land, he devoted his strength and time, without

thought of reward, to philanthropy and education. It is an

honor to this board that their president, during the first

ten years, was a man of personal distinction, of unques-
tioned uprightness, of great wisdom, and of unfailing

devotion to the work in which he was enlisted. Others

will succeed to the office which he held among us, but

none can fill his place. We mourn the death of a prudent

adviser, a faithful colleague, a devoted leader, and an hon-

ored friend.

D. C. OILMAN.





PROCEEDINGS.

SECOND DAY THURSDAY, JUNE 8, 1893.

THE congress was called to order by Vice-President

ROELIFF BRINKERHOFF, in the Art Palace, Chicago,
at 10 o'clock, A. M.

Divine blessing was invoked by Rev. JOHN L. MlLLlGAN,
of Pennsylvania.
A report was received from the Board of Directors of

the National Prison Association, stating that it had adopted
the following as the order of business for this congress ;

subject, however, to such modifications as the congress

may direct :

MONDAY, June 7, 1893. All meetings of the congress are to be held

in the Art Palace, Chicago. The opening meeting shall be held at 8

o'clock, P. M.
,
this day ; and it shall be a Memorial Tribute to General

HAYES, the late president of the association.

THURSDAY, June 8, 1893, at 10 o'clock, A. M. The report of the Stand-

ing Committee on Prison Discipline, by Capt. J. W. Pope, chairman, will

be received and read ; to be followed by discussion of that report.

FRIDAY, June 9, 1893, at 10 o'clock, A. M. The report of the Standing
Committee on Preventive and Reformatory Work, by Chairman Walter

B. Lindley, of California
;
or in lieu of said report, or in addition thereto,

an address on the 'Lease System in Tennessee and other Southern States,

by Dr. P. D. Sims, of Chattanooga, Tennessee, will be delivered.

SATURDAY, June 10, 1893. An invitation having been received from

the Board of Commissioners of the Northern State Penitentiary of Illinois

to the congress to visit the penitentiary at Joliet, and which invitation

has been accepted by the board, the members of the congress will visit

that institution, leaving this city on a special train, on the Chicago and
Alton Railway, at 9 o'clock, A. M.
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On motion, the report was adopted; and the thanks of

the congress were also extended to the Board of Commis-
sioners of the Illinois State Penitentiary for their kind

invitation, and the invitation was accepted.
The Board of Directors further reported, that they had

considered the subject of the election of officers of the asso-

ciation for the year 1893-4, and the selection of place in

which to hold their next annual congress. They voted to

recommend St. Paul, Minnesota, as the place, and submit

for your action the following as nominees for the several

offices for the coming year :

PRESIDENT.

ROELIFF BRINKERHOFF, Mansfield, Ohio.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.

W. M. F. ROUND, Capt. J. W. POPE,
New York City. Leavenworth, Kansas.

CHARLES E. FELTON, Dr. P. D. SIMS,

Chicago. Chattanooga, Tennessee.

HONORARY VICE-PRESIDENTS.

JOHN MORRIS, M.D., Baltimore, Md. CALEB J. MILNE,
CHARLTON T. LEWIS, Philadelphia, Pa.

New York City. Hon. SAMUEL H. BLAKE,
F. B. SANBORN, . Boston, Mass. Toronto, Ontario.

Lieut.-Col. THOS. F. BARR, Gen. S. E. CHAMBERLAIN,
Washington, D. C. Wethersfield, Conn.

Hon. JAMES MCMILLAN, L. C. STORRS, . Lansing, Mich.

Detroit, Mich. ALEXANDER JOHNSON,
E. C. McMlLLAM, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Fort Madison, Iowa. JOHN G. THORP, Jr.,

C. A. COLLIN, . . Ithaca, N. Y. Cambridge, Mass.

Col. P. F. FAISON, . Raleigh, N. C. Dr. J. B. LINDSLEY,
Gen. H. B. LYON, . Eddyville, Ky. Nashville, Tenn.

THEO. D. KANOUSE, Maj. THOMAS J. GOREE,
Sioux Falls, South Dakota. Huntsville, Texas.

GEORGE H. CASE, Rev. MYRON W. REED.

Lansing, Kansas. Denver, Col.

G. W. COLBATH, . Concord, N. H. NELSON VIALL, . Howard, R. I.

Gen. JOHN F. NORRISH, GEORGE WEEKS, . Waupun, Wis.

Hastings, Minn. Rev. T. L. ELIOT,

JOHN H. PATTERSON, Portland, Oregon.

Trenton, N. J.
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SECRETARY.

Rev. JOHN L. MILLIGAN, Allegheny, Pa.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.

Rev. Louis F. ZINKHAN, Dr. ROLAND P. FALKNER,
Baltimore, Md. Philadelphia, Pa.

JOHN C. TAYLOR, Hartford, Conn.

TREASURER.

CHARLES M. JESUP, New York City.

DIRECTORS.

Z. R. BROCKWAY, . Elmira, N. Y. R. H. DAWSON,
MARK L. CRAWFORD, Montgomery, Ala.

Chicago, 111. P. D. SIMS, M.D.,

JOHN H. PATTERSON, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Trenton, N. J. CHARLES H. REEVE,
FRANCIS WAYLAND, Plymouth. Ind.

New Haven, Conn. Capt. JAMES W. POPE,
A. A. BRUSH, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.

Hopewell Junction, N. Y. A. E. ELMORE,
CHARLES E. FELTON, Fort Howard, Wis.

Chicago, 111. F. H. WlNES, . Springfield, 111.

EDWARD S. WRIGHT, WILLIAM HILL, . Hoboken, Pa.

Allegheny, Pa. JOSEPH F. SCOTT,
R. W. MCCLAUGHRY, Concord Junction. Mass.

Chicago, 111. JOHN C. WHITON,
W. M. F. ROUND, South Boston, Mass.

New York City, N. Y. JOSEPH NICHOLSON,
H. F. HATCH, . . . Arkansas. Detroit, Mich.

EUGENE SMITH, . New York City. JOHN W. WILLIS, . St. Paul, Minn.

JOHN F. WHEELER, . J. B. RANSOM, M.D.,
Baltimore, Md. Dannemora, N. Y.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Z. R. BROCKWAY, W. M. F. ROUND, JOSEPH NICHOLSON,
JOSEPH F. SCOTT, FRANCIS WAYLAND, R. W. MCCLAUGHRY,

EUGENE SMITH.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL LAW REFORM.

EUGENE SMITH, FRANCIS WAYLAND, JOHN W. WILLIS,
New York City. New Haven, Conn. St. Paul, Minn.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON POLICE FORCE IN CITIES.

P. CROWLEY, Maj. R. W. MCCLAUGHRY, ALBERT GARVIN,
San Francisco, Cal. Chicago. St. Paul, Minn.
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STANDING COMMITTEE ON PRISON DISCIPLINE.

HENRY WOLFER, J. F. SCOTT, J. B. PATTEN,
Stillwater, Minn. Concord Junction, Mass. Jeffersonville, Ind.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON DISCHARGED PRISONERS.

W. M. F. ROUND, JOHN S. LYTLE, Rev. Louis F. ZINKHAN,
New York City. Philadelphia, Pa. Baltimore, Md.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON PREVENTATIVE AND REFORMATORY WORK.

Dr. WALTER LINDLEY, J. A. QUAY, L. L. BARBOUR,
Whittier, Cal. Morganza, Pa. Detroit, Mich.

COMMITTEE ON THE WORK OF THE PRISON PHYSICIAN.

Dr. H. D. WEY, Dr. GEORGE E. TITCOMB, Dr. W. T. AIKENS.

Elmira, N. Y. Concord, Mass. Toronto, Ontario.

On motion of Mr. RAY, it was resolved, that the next

annual congress be held at St. Paul, Minnesota, and con-

tinuing five days, commencing on the Saturday next after

the tenth day of June.

On motion, the recommendations of the Board of Direc-

tors as to the election of officers was approved, and the

gentlemen recommended were unanimously elected as officers

of the National Prison Association, for the year 1893-4.

The CHAIRMAN : We will now proceed with the regu-
lar order, and have a report read, by Captain J. W. Pope,
of the United States army, who for some years past has

been superintendent of the military prison at Fort Leaven-

worth, Kansas.
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REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON PRISON DISCI-

PLINE; BY CAPTAIN J. W. POPE.

Mr. President : Prison discipline comprehends the man-

agement of prisons, the methods of punishment, or the

manner of enforcing authority within the prison, and, in

general, the whole science of legal punishments. In a

report such as this, it is necessary to restrict the scope of

the inquiry to the methods best to be employed to enforce

obedience to the rules established for the government of

penal institutions, including, to a certain extent, incidental

treatment of the rules necessary for such government.
At the outset of the investigation, it is important to

emphasize the fact liable to be overlooked, that the most

important part of disciplinary treatment consists in the

scrupulous exactitude of absolute obedience to all the minu-

tiae of the rules, the exact regulation of the daily life of

the convicts by rewards or minor punishments, invariably

allotted according to the well-known rules, so that the

inmates of the prison may feel sure that penalties must

fall upon infractions of rules as invariably as the laws of

nature visit evils upon those violating her laws. Thus the

inmate has forced upon him from his entrance into prison

the distinct conception that he is under the absolute gov-
ernment of law, and not of the caprice or whim of the

authorities.

Such a system, largely, does away with resistance, and

renders mutinies or combinations against authority almost

impossible, since it causes the officials to be looked upon
as the personal representatives of law, rather than as des-

pots oppressing through temporary authority, inspiring the

feeling of the hopelessness of any struggle against its oper-

ation.

To properly carry into effect such a system, short and

definite rules should prescribe the behavior required of the

prisoner, and the penalties should be distinctly understood,

either by being laid down in the rules or by being so inva-

riably inflicted that the penalty can be well understood
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which will follow each offense. It should follow without

saying that such penalties should only be given by one

authority, who should be necessarily the warden or head of

the institution. Delegating the authority to punish would

tend to vary the degree of punishment, and thereby invali-

date the system. In case of emergency, the inferior officers

must be allowed to lock up a convict, or take necessary

measures, but the actual punishment prescribed for the

offense should be ordered by none other than the warden

himself.

It is deemed best, also, that the punishment, except in

special cases, should be given at some interval after the

commission of the infraction, so that a period of reflection

may intervene, in order that the penalty may fall on a mind

prepared to recognize the justice of the infliction. For

this latter purpose, the ordinary offenses of the day should

be reported and brought before the warden the next morn-

ing, when the penalties should be prescribed by him, and

published in such manner that all inmates shall be cogni-

zant of their nature, and the full deterrent effect may
thereby reach throughout the prison.

In every case of punishment, the delinquent involved

should have a full right of appeal or explanation, and great

care should be taken that no injustice is done. No greater

injury can be done to any institution than that which may
result from the feeling of injustice, or the impossibility of

securing a full investigation ; though this does not militate

against the rule that all such appeals should be had under

a wholesome fear of additional punishment, in case of false-

hood in making appeal or explanation.
It is safe to say that nearly all disturbances, riots, muti-

nies, and combinations against officials and authority, come
from a feeling of injustice not always well founded, though
nevertheless impressed upon the mind of the resistants.

The imprisoned are strangely like freemen in their natures,

and no impression is more markedly common to all man-

kind than the hopelessness of resisting law recognized as

just or equal, though many culprits, like many freemen,
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have minds so constituted as to be able to build up within

themselves a sensation of injustice where none exists in

reality. The fact remains, that the great body of convicts

do and will recognize law when equally and impartially

administered, however severe or strict that
'

law may be ;

and no more important rule exists in prison management
than this, that endeavor should be made to inspire the mass

of inmates with the certainty of the just and impartial

enforcement of prison rules.

In formulating these fundamental rules for prison man-

agement, it should be constantly borne in mind that good

management does not consist in difficult and occult methods,
but in the proper carrying out of simple rules. Nor does

success in management consist so much in the rules, impor-
tant as they may be, as in the even, kindly, regular, inex-

orable enforcement of such as may be adopted. And herein

comes also the real degree of hardship as seen by the con-

vict himself, though it be entirely for his own good and

for that of the institution.

In carrying out any system of rules and regulations in a

prison, all officials in authority should feel a controlling

responsibility to comply in their own actions strictly with

the requirements of the law and regulations established for

the government of their institution. No prison or reforma-

tory can afford to present the unseemly phenomenon which

appears, when those specially charged with the solemn duty
of visiting the penalties of law upon its violators disre-

gard, in their own persons, mandates equally binding upon
themselves, because such violations will certainly be known
to the convict, for no class watches the provisions of the

law- more zealously than those who suffer from its penal-

ties. Therefore, no punishments should be inflicted not

clearly within the power of the authorities as prescribed by
law. Nor does the fact that the law is bad form a suffi-

cient excuse for a violation of that law by those clothed

with the function of enforcing its highest decrees.

With these preliminary remarks, it may be well to proceed
with remarks upon the particular duties of officials forming
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the governing bodies of penal institutions. Though it has so

often been remarked, it can not too often be impressed upon
the public that all prison officers should be trained officials,

chosen for special fitness, without regard to politics. There

is no hope of any great advance in superior prison manage-
ment so long as politics shall be allowed to have any hand

in deciding upon the appointment of prison officials. Where-

ever such considerations enter into the appointment of those

officials, there necessarily follows continual alterations in a

force, which should be permanent, with every change in the

political complexion of the state, and frequent changes, with

no regard to efficiency, must render nugatory all attempts
at perfecting prison management.

It is not sufficient that the right kind of men should be

selected, but it is also requisite to a perfect system that a

special course of training, involving the promotion of those

exhibiting special fitness, should be introduced, and that

those selected should depend for their position, when once

selected, solely upon efficiency.

Of the officers of a prison, the warden, or the officer in

charge, is necessarily the most important functionary of the

prison. It is a common saying in armies, that as is the

colonel so will the regiment be. This saying is equally

applicable to a prison. The competent warden will give the

tone to the prison and to all of its officials. He should,

therefore, reserve to himself the responsibility for the dis-

cipline, whether or not he also has charge of the business

management of the institution. He should enforce the

most absolute discipline, and include in the scope of that

discipline' the inferior officers as well as convicts, and

should especially reserve the ordering of all penalties into

his own hands, and should see that such punishment, as

well as all acts of himself and others, shall strictly con-

form to law. He should exercise the closest scrutiny, to

see that his orders are carried out strictly as intended,

that the subordinate officers attend to their duties, and

enforce orders in an even-tempered but firm manner, and

allow no unnecessary harshness or abuse of the inmates,
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by language or action. Authority is always weakened

by exercising it in a harsh and rough manner
;

at the

same time, obedience must be compelled by all necessary
force. While no epithets should be applied in anger,

plain language may be used
;
and it is not thought neces-

sary that the Latin equivalents should be sought for the

handy but strong Anglo-Saxon terms liar, shirk, thief, and

so forth, when such language is justified by the acts or

character of the culprit.

The deputy warden and subordinate officers should be

compelled to strictly keep the rules governing themselves,

and should require the convicts to observe the rules relating

to their own actions to the minutest detail, and to report

every violation thereof to the warden for punishment. These

officials should be watchful, sober, and attentive to all duties;
and should be promptly dismissed if found careless or in-

attentive to duty. With such officers, and under such

method, any prison must be measurably well conducted and

successful.

The convicts should be taught, from their first entrance,

the rules under which they are to be governed, or be fur-

nished a copy of those rules
;

after which they should be

required to obey them to their minutest details; and no

excuse of ignorance should be accepted as an exculpation
for their violation, though the degree of punishment may
sometimes vary with the capacity to comprehend those

rules. They should be, from the first, required to preserve
absolute cleanliness in person, cells, and surroundings, and

any untidiness should be a punishable offense. They should

be treated alike, so far as the different classification allows,

and punishment should follow each infraction of rules. They
should be rewarded for good behavior, both by money pay-
ment of part of their earnings and by good time, as far as

the law permits. They should be taught, in the strictest

manner, the principle of individual responsibility, the chief

aim of penitentiary discipline. I believe in a definite punish-
ment for each offense, so that the convict should understand

that the obedience to rules is compelled, and not a matter
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depending upon his willingness. Thus I would, when dark-

cell punishment is decided upon, always fix a definite period,
and not make the punishment end when the prisoner ex-

presses willingness to comply with the rules. I will give
one illustration of the power of small punishments, or the

enforcement of individual responsibility. When I took

charge of the United States Military Prison, which was

constructed by altering storehouses wholly unsuitable for

the purpose, I found the cells and the dormitories, despite
the great care used in maintaining scrupulous cleanliness,

infested with vermin. Every means had been tried to re-

medy this curse of prisons. Persian powder cans were

provided for each cell, and the cells were frequently white-

washed, fumigated, and turpentined, and all the known reme-

dies were exhausted
;

and special prisoners were charged
with the special duty, all to no sufficient purpose. At last,

I adopted a method of strict individual responsibility. Each

prisoner was held responsible for his cell, and if he reported
the presence of vermin, his cell was cleansed ; but in every
case when an official reported such presence, the individual

prisoner belonging to the cell was inexorably punished. The

change of method worked like a charm, and the pests were

exterminated; since which time there has been no trouble

from that source. The painstaking class no longer suffered

from the neglect of a few careless individuals. It is such

simple matters that illustrate the power of proper control,

and the enforcement of individual responsibility. The con-

vict should be required to serve out the punishment for

each offense, and afterwards obey, or the punishment should

be increased. This may not be customary, but my experi-

ence convinces me it is the best method, after having seen

both measures tried. This may cause some loss of labor,

but the object attained justifies the sacrifice of the time

lost. As I said, all the convicts within the different classes

should be treated alike, should have the same food when

not under punishment, should have the same articles in their

cells, equal right to such reading matter as is allowed, equal

bedding, bathing facilities, clothing, etc. No luxuries should
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be allowed to be brought into the prison for those convicts

having friends, and no extra articles should be put into

their cells, so that rich convicts should have no advantage
over the poor class, nor should the one class have easier

duties because they may happen to be richer or better

brought up. Of course, this would not
.
be intended to

prevent prisoners from being put at such work as they

may be most suited to do for the benefit of the institu-

tion such as clerical work or other skilled employments.
The rule should be observed, that convicts should be put
at employments, so far as possible, which may be for their

future benefit.

Having been for over twelve years connected with the

management of prisoners of various classes, it is my firm

belief, from this experience, that corporal punishment is

not necessary to enforce discipline, and only the utmost

necessity should require or allow a resort to so barbarous

a method of compelling obedience. While there may be

exceptions, due to the peculiar high character of certain

wardens, some of whom I might name, still I believe

the rule should be that no such punishments should be

allowed or inflicted under any circumstances whatever.

It may be that the class I have had to deal with do

not give me sufficient experience with the worst class to

enable me to judge fairly of the merits of this punish-
ment in all cases, such for instance as boys, and the

ignorant colored men, lately freed, who have known no

other method of discipline, and that an exception might
be needed as to these classes ; still, it must be remembered

that the extreme punishments would only apply to the

worst cases, and as I have had to deal with some of these

cases, such as graduates of penitentiaries like Sing Sing,

Columbus, and Joliet, I feel that my experience may be

worthy of consideration, and this is absolutely against the

necessity for corporal punishment. It is certain, however

we may coat it over with oily phrases, that to break the

obstinacy of a contumacious convict, such punishment, to

be effective, must be laid on well, and this can only appear
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brutal. The tendency of such scenes is to brutalize the

officer who administers it and degrade the convict sub-

jected to it, and bring prison management into disrepute
with the public. More than this, such scenes give a tone

of brutality to a prison, with the exception as to cer-

tain officials and certain classes that I have mentioned.

It is not for the individual convict that the prohibition

should be recognized, but it is the effect upon the mass of

convicts who are cognizant of the possibilities of such

scenes. If this is not true, why is it that the sight of a

whipping-post causes such a recoil in the mind of any

prison man, and causes the explanation to be promptly
made that it is seldom or never used ? Covering up the

scene does not make the system any better. It is un-

doubtedly true, that the dark-cell is not a pleasant sight

to contemplate, but there are degrees in punitory methods

below which civilization can not afford to descend, and it

seems certain that unless we are willing to return to a

more barbarous stage of civilization, and undo a large

part of the work of this association, the punishment of

the lash or strap, even under the unctious term of
"
phys-

ical treatment," can not be admitted as a possible resort.

The proper punishments should therefore not go beyond
the dark-cell, the light-cell, restriction of diet, of privi-

leges, and the loss of time earned for good conduct.

It should here be repeated, that the discipline depends
more on the invariable infliction of penalties for small

offenses, the rigid enforcement of small rules, than on the ex-

ceptional cases; for where one of the latter occurs, a hundred

of the former happen. Discipline more largely depends on

the enforcement of cleanliness, good order, silence, steady

work, etc., than on the punishment of exceptional viola-

tions.

Every prison should afford the best available means

for teaching ;
and every prisoner should be required to

avail himself of such means of education. Intellectual edu-

cation is one of the best means to reformation ;
and all

ignorant convicts should be educated, so far as is prac-
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ticable. This means that such education should be com-

pulsory. I do not believe in any optional system in a

prison, everything should be compulsory, and the convict

be made to feel, as a part of his punishment, that every

thing he does is enforced.

So far as practicable, every convict should be taught a

trade, if he is capable of learning the same ; and therefore

the industries of a prison should be as varied as possible.

If a convict has a trade, he should be put at that trade,

or at a similar trade, it not being to the interest of refor-

mation to have a convict changing from what he is best

suited to do when he becomes free.

Every opportunity should be given convicts to receive

moral and religious training, and this should be allowed in

his own sect, so far as possible. It is the correct method,

therefore, to have the ministrations of Catholics performed

by a Catholic priest, as is usual. The emotional convict is

often capable of being reached by no other influence, and

every influence in aid of reformation should be used.

In treating of prison discipline, it is natural for each

writer to give his ideals born of his own experience ;
and

as experiences vary, it is not well to be dogmatic in assert-

ing any particular method of discipline, though there are

general principles governing all systems, on most of which

all authorities agree.

This association is instituted for the purpose, largely, of

comparing experiences and ideas, and these views are only

put forth with the idea of exciting a comparison of concep-
tions derived from individual experiences. It is natural

that the conceptions of an army officer should be tinged
with the rules of military discipline, though it is generally

recognized that such discipline, formed to control men
under the most desperate of all circumstances, should be

not unsuitable for the lesser circumstances of men under

confinement.

These incomplete and imperfect reflections are at least

given with a view to full discussion, and to an association

having those amongst its members much more capable of
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constructing and executing systems of prison discipline. It

is, however, esteemed a high honor that this report should

have been confided to one dissociated from the manage-
ment of civil prisons. It is also recognized and fully ac-

knowledged that the system herein advocated lacks many
of the elements of what would be a higher and more per-

fect system under thoroughly competent management,
wherein the individual convict is more thoroughly studied,

and each individual is treated in more strict accordance

with his character, characteristics, and idiosyncrasies; but

such a system seems to me possible only under exceptional

circumstances, governed by exceptional men, aided by su-

perior subordinates, and more perfect scientific structures,

and fewer inmates, such as very few prisons of the present

day afford or can obtain
;
and this report is written for the

exigencies of the present day, with the average facilities ;

nor is it meant by the foregoing that the warden or his

subordinates should not study the character of his charges,

nor fail to guide his actions by conclusions from such

premises. It is desired to point out the danger of injus-

tice in making distinctions which are not based on true

classification or sound judgment, the danger from the weak-

ness inherent in all to "
let up

"
on this

"
poor fellow

"
or

allow a little indulgence to that "
unfortunate," the danger

of such phrases as
" the ameliorating effects of family ties

"

upon the culprit, from which result influences detrimental

to discipline and a tendency to increase crime through

weakening of deterrent measures. The intention of this

whole report is to insist that the penalties of the law

should be carried out fully as intended by society, on rich

and poor, young and old, to the end that true and exact

justice should be executed upon all offenders, without fear

or favor, and without regard to the class from which the

culprit may come, at the same time eliminating from the

method of executing the penalties of the law all brutality

or unnecessary degradation or cruelty.
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DISCUSSION.

The CHAIRMAN. The paper is now open for discussion,

by the members of the congress.

Superintendent JOSEPH NICHOLSON, of the House of

Correction, Detroit, Michigan. Mr. President : I do not think

the gentleman's paper requires very much discussion. I

think he is very much nearer right than some of us who
have been talking of prison discipline for the past eight

or ten years. He certainly expressed some good views.

I don't know as I agree with them all, exactly ; but take

them all in all, he expressed pretty nearly what my experi-

ence has been. Now as to punishment, that is a ques-

tion we can not discuss here very well. People who know

nothing about prison management look upon the idea of

corporal punishment with a good deal of aversion; but

wardens understand the matter, and know that such pun-
ishment may be administered without any great degree of

cruelty. I think the paper is a very admirable one, and one

that we can all profit by.

Hon. MARTIN D. FOLLETT, of Ohio. Mr. President : I

wish to speak of one thing. I did not intend, one year

ago, to speak of my experience, or give an opinion ;
but I

am credited with saying what I did not intend to express,

and what I did not intend to say I am reported as having
said. My idea was, that we should gather experiences from

the different wardens of the various penitentiaries, and it

was decidedly the experience of two or three of the lead-

ing ones that they did not need to use corporal punish-
ment. It was the experience of others that they used cor-

poral punishment, and failed. It was the experience of one

woman who had had women to deal with that she did not

want the dark-cell, and her experience about it was that

the light-cell helped women. Now we have one or two

leading men of the United States, and members of this

conference, who have expressed certain views. But I ven-

ture this statement. I believe, after being with them a day
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or two, they have never trie'd the experiences of others.

There are some here that have expressed themselves who
have not tried the different experiences. My own mind is

made up to this, that we have men and women who can

get along, and have never failed, and have not used cor-

poral punishment. We have had others who have used

corporal punishment, and have succeeded. Now, for one

who has used it, and has succeeded, to say that you can

succeed and not use it is going beyond what he ought
to express, until he tries the other method. I think one or

two of our leading men of the United States have never

tried to succeed without corporal punishment, believing that

that is the best method. I think I express my views about

it, and that is all that I wish to do. I am not an experi-

enced man. I am only here to learn. My idea was simply
to gather these experiences, and get down to a principle

that we can apply universally. I am simply a learner to-

day ; and whether we can always succeed without, or

always succeed with, I have not arrived at that yet, in my
own judgment. I a\vait further experience.

Warden W. S. WRIGHT, of Western Penitentiary, Penn-

sylvania. Mr. President : Perhaps I am the one who said

last year that, in my experience, we had never used the

lash. I think, perhaps, I can say a little more; but while

we have never used the lash, we have tried almost every-

thing else. We have tried working in solitary cells ; we

have tried working in small shops ;
we have tried working

in large shops. I believe, with Captain Pope, that the true

way to reach prison discipline, and to make it effective, is

to make your methods of treatment such as would be sat-

isfactory with the same kind of men in other conditions.

In other words, I would have your shops governed on

business principles, with business-like hours, and business-

like tasks.

We have dark-cells, which may be made totally dark or

measureably light, at the will of the convict. We insist

that all convicts should be confined in such cell, in case of
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infractions of the prison rules, for at least twenty-four hours.

If a man is particularly prone to quarreling, and to the

destruction of property, he must stay there from one to

three days. the matter depending upon himself as to when
he shall be relieved ; but he must stay that length of time

before we begin to talk of taking him out
;
and if we find

any man in our place who has in his possession any arti-

cle from the shops, as for instance on his person, no mat-

ter whether he has used it or intends to use it, as he has

no business to take his tools away from the shop, he goes
down into that dark-cell, and stays there three days and

nights, on bread and water; and no man can release him
until that time is up. If we hear of a disturbance, we do
not wait until it happens ; we look it up and straighten it

out in advance; and that saves a good deal of future trouble.

I believe in the absolute cleanliness of a prison, and I

know of nothing so effectual as to make the man person-

ally responsible for his own cell. I do not believe any
more to-day than I did a year ago that there is any
need to use the lash, or any form of corporal punish-
ment. I think that at certain times physical restraint

may be necessary, and that some men need to be pro-

tected more from themselves than from anybody else
;

and therefore I think the use of a straight-jacket is some-

times the best treatment.

You also have got to have officers who can govern
themselves

;
who can speak quietly to the men, under all

circumstances
;
who can be watchful, and not be in too great

a hurry for punishment. The man who acts hastily makes
a great mistake ;

and therefore I commend as one feature

of the greatest value in Captain Pope's report, the wait

ing until to-morrow morning before you decide what to do.

Major R. W. McCLAUGHRV, of Illinois. Mr. President:

It was not my privilege to listen to Captain Pope's paper,

as I was detained, and was too late to hear it; so I do

not know exactly what points he treated of.

With regard to the question of what punishment may be
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used in a prison, it seems to me it must all depend on the

prison, and on the good sense of the superintendent or war-

den. In some prisons, like that presided over by Captain

Wright, where the prison is as near perfection as it can* be

made, there would be no excuse for any kind of physical pun-
ishment or corporal punishment. But take the condition of

things like that which prevailed at the Huntingdon Reforma-

tory when I first took charge of it, where there was no cell,

either light or dark, to which a man might be sent for

obstinate, refractory, and rebellious conduct, and take into

consideration the other fact that, almost the moment the

prison was open, the authorities dumped upon us two or

three car-loads of the worst toughs from Philadelphia, who

organized open rebellion I would like to ask Captain

Wright how he would dispose of cases like that ? Where

you have to meet physical violence, you can not meet

it with psalms, and prayers, and exhortations, especially

with Philadelphia' toughs ;
and I did not meet it with the

cat o' nine tails, but I met it with the old-fashioned plan,

by spanking every mother's son that would not behave

himself
;
and I succeeded in suppressing the rebellion. Just

as soon as we had solitary cells provided, where those

fellows could be separated from the others, and light

cells, and all the other appliances to get men to a state

of mind that would be proper and safe, this treatment

was discontinued
;

but under the circumstances, we knew
that corporal punishment of that kind was an absolute

necessity to prevent anarchy, and the destruction of all

prison authority.

Now there are other prisons in the United States where

there are no facilities for separating rebellious, refractory

prisoners, men who would assault and murder an officer

as quick as they would look at him. There you would

have to deal with a case as you find it. You can not

deal with it according to the theories we may advance

here. I am as much opposed to corporal punishment as

any man
;
but I am in favor of the maintenance of author-

ity, by whatever may be, in the judgment of a humane
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and sensible man, necessary to maintain that authority ;

and the law warrants doing that, even to the taking of

human life, if necessary ;
but all that must be done with-

out prejudice and without passion ;
and the suggestion

that Captain Wright spoke of Captain Pope having made,
that it should be done after waiting awhile, so that no

element of wrong or prejudice might enter into the case, is

an admirable suggestion.

But you take circumstances like those that were devel-

oped at the institution I had charge of at Huntingdon, and

you must take action promptly. I say that the exact char-

acter of the punishment does not matter so much. The
nature of the punishment does not matter so much as the

method of its application, the spirit in which it is applied.

The lash never ought to be applied, under any circum-

stances, in this nineteenth century ;
but I think a whole-

some application of grandmother's slipper, under some cir-

cumstances, is to be justified as a necessity, not a desirable

form of punishment, but a necessity under some conditions.

I beg to say, however, for fear that somebody may mis-

interpret me, that in the fourteen years I was warden at

the Illinois State Penitentiary, at Joliet, we never used any
form of corporal punishment, and never used the dark-cell.

Warden JOHN W. PATTERSON, of New Jersey. Mr.
President : It is seldom that you find two wardens who

agree upon punishment in prisons. We all have our views

upon discipline. My own judgment is that you can not

conduct any prison well without the strictest discipline.

We are not permitted to use corporal punishment, by the

laws of our state, in our prison. I can hardly understand

what corporal punishment means. Now a dark-cell, with a

man chained to the wall, is corporal punishment, is it not?

Well, sometimes we are compelled to use that kind of pun-
ishment. We never use the lash, and I have abolished all

the old punishments that were in vogue when I took

charge of the New Jersey state prison. Lifting a man from

the floor by his thumbs was a very cruel punishment, and
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had been used in that prison from the time the prison was

established. We have various modes of punishment. When
men refuse to work, they are reported, of course, by the

shop-keeper, 'and they are brought to the center, and com-

pelled to face the wall for an hour, sometimes longer.

That is one of our modes of punishment. When I took

charge of the New Jersey state prison, all the breakfast

that the men received in the morning was a cup of coffee

and a piece of bread. I concluded that was not sufficient

diet for men to work on from the time they went to work

until the noon hour. We give to all those who work a

regular breakfast of coffee, meat, and potatoes; but when a

man refuses to work, we take his morning meal away from

him. That is one of our modes of punishment; but we
never use the lash, and we never put men in the dark-cells,

unless we are actually compelled to, by attempted insurrec-

tion. Sometimes we have to put . a ball and chain on a

prisoner, but that seldom occurs in our prison ; so I say
that we all have our views about punishment. We often

have cases where I would like to use corporal punishment,
if the law would permit me. It seems to me there are

some characters whom it is very necessary to inflict cor-

poral punishment upon.

Colonel CHARLES E. FELTON, of Illinois. Mr. Presi-

dent : It is true, as you have said, in asking me to give

my views upon the question now being discussed, that I

have had large experience in caring for misdemeanants. It

includes nine years as superintendent of the penitentiary

at Buffalo, N. Y., and eighteen years and four months in

like position in the house of correction in this city, more

than twenty-seven years in all. I have not been in that

business during the past three years, however.

Of the prisoners received in the latter prison, about

ninety percent were misdemeanants, and ten' percent
were criminals persons convicted of felonies. It is proba-
ble that ten percent of the misdemeanants had served

sentences in the state prison for crime; and that twenty
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percent additional were of the class known as " revolv-

ers," persons whose vices and the zealousness or over/.cal-

ousness of policemen made it almost impossible for them
to maintain their freedom. In no other class of prisons
can you find so large a variety of faces, forms, and charac-

ter. The young and the aged ; the able-bodied and the

decrepid ;
the sane and the insane; the honest but weak,

whose appetites have not been under self-control, and the

professional thief; the man of tenderest sympathies and the

brute in disposition, male and female, and children often,

are almost ever present in the prison of a cosmopolitan city

like this. Such prisons are catch-basins into which are

dumped not only the human scum of a city, but often,

through the overzealousness, or ignorance, or self-conceived

importance of policemen, and the hurried indifference of

committing justices, men, and sometimes women, of fair

character and in no sense criminal, are also dumped. State

prisons are different; they contain, as a rule, criminals only;
and their inmates may be more easily classified, the dis-

tinctive differences being largely indicated by the offense

for which they were respectively convicted, one class hav-

ing been convicted of crime against person ;
another class

against property ;
and another class against person and

property. These classes may be subdivided
;

but not to

the extent possible in a prison for misdemeanants. Military

prisons, like that Captain Pope has charge of, whose admira-

ble paper we have listened to, contain a more uniform class

of inmates, a better class, and one far more easily con-

trolled. His prisoners were soldiers. To become such,

they had passed the examination of competent experts, in

regard to physical and mental perfections, hence, as matter

of fact, the characteristics of his prisoners are more uni-

form the one individual being more like all others. Then,

again, convict (state) prisons in different parts of the

country often contain distinctively different classes of inmates

the one prison from another.

Prison discipline is a general term, as now used, em-

bodying a system of management and control of prisoners.
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Punishment is but incidental forms but a part of the dis-

cipline. The rules or discipline of a prison should be dis-

tinctively applicable to the individual prison itself, and be

not merely a copy from those of another institution, un-

der the same name, in another section of country, but

whose prison population is of entirely different character.

Rules governing at the state penitentiary at Sing Sing,
N. Y., could not be enforced in Alabama, nor in Texas, nor

in the penitentiaries of many other states
;
nor could the

rules governing in the prison for misdemeanants at Albany,
N. Y., be enforced in the like institution in Chicago,
without bringing upon the heads of its officers the just

condemnation of everybody; and still the system at Albany
may be as appropriate to the class of inmates in its prison

as would be an acceptable system in our city prison to

our own people. As Major McClaughry has said,
" The

differences are such that no system can be devised for

an institution that is at all applicable to some other in-

stitution."

Rules, or discipline, for a prison should be such as

would appear reasonable in the mind of the more intelli-

gent and least criminal and best behaved of its inmates.

They should be in the direction of elevating the man, not,

as of old, assisting in his physical and moral depression.

The old order of things has changed somewhat, and it

should be wholly changed. I do not agree with Captain

Pope altogether. I think rules should be flexible, and their

enforcement should be flexible. The old "
pound for

pound
"

is too antique, and a compliance with its theory
often would require unnecessary and injurious harshness in

the punishment of offending prisoners. It may be well to

confer power to almost take life; but let that stand as a

menace, never to be used. During the war, a committee of

gentlemen, myself among the number, visited a county

prison for misdemeanants, in which many United States con-

victs were also imprisoned. The prevailing discipline was

most severe, and it extended to all inmates, whether

committed for the non-payment of fines imposed for public
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intoxication only or for crime. The first principle taught a

new-comer was that he must obey; and the qqestion would

be asked,
" Can you obey orders ?

"
and the answer, of

course, would be in the affirmative. "Then place your eyes
on that spot, and do n't you take them off till I tell you !

"

would be the command. While conversing with the war-

den, he took from his table the morning's issue of one of

the New York daily papers, and showed us an item, giv-

ing an account of a scene in his prison the prior day. It

was headed "Root hog or die!" "That is my motto," he

said; "but men never die. They conform to our rules." The

superintendent lived long enough to change his motto, and

expressed regret that the light he had received through
attendance at the National Prison Association's congresses
had not been received earlier in life.

Punishments should not be cruel. Corporal punishments,

however, sometimes must be given. In some localities, as

in the southern states, in one of which our friend Dr.

Sims lives, the lash' may be used. Often negro prisoners

have told me they preferred a whipping to being sent to

prison punishment usual prior to the civil war, for petty
offenses in the southern states. But I doubt the efficacy

of the lash in our northern prisons. It is brutalizing to

the man who uses it, and it makes the recipient vengeful
in the extreme.

I used a whip once, and only once. In our workshop
there were machinery and tools of almost every kind saws,

files, hammers, pinchers, chisels, etc., and the material used

was iron, brass, copper, lead, etc. Our cell locks were of

inferior make, and badly worn, and it was not difficult to

make keys to fit them. Among over two hundred prison-

ers in that workshop was a very bright and apt mechanic,

received from the United States court, and he had no

inclination to serve in full the three years' sentence im-

posed by the court. He tried to make keys, with view

to escape, and was often detected and reprimanded, and

once or twice was placed in a dark-cell for a night each.

But he continued to make keys. Ultimately, I told him I
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would horsewhip him if he again transgressed. I supposed
that threat would be sufficiently deterrent; but, if not, then

the whipping might be a good substitute for the defective

moral suasion theretofore used. A few days later the pris-

oner made a fairly good key, and was again detected, of

course. I took him to the back yard an enclosed space
where no eye could witness my humiliation nor his pain.

I told him of my embarrassment, said to him that I would

give a thousand dollars rather than to strike him with a

whip, but that I had said I would if he again made a

key, and that I could not acknowledge to a lie to a pris-

oner in my charge, and that I must whip him to make

my word good. He did not blame me, he said, and stood

erect, unfastened, and I whipped him. It reformed one

man that man was myself ;
but it did not deter the other

man the prisoner, he still made keys!

Colonel THOMAS F. BARR, of Washington. Mr. President:

My department is that of military justice. I am in the

Judge Advocate General's department of the army, not in

the Attorney General's office
;
but still we have some pris-

oners sent from the army to the penitentiaries of the coun-

try. Those guilty of felonies we do not desire to have

imprisoned in our military prisons, where the inmates are

those convicted of military offenses only ;
but in illustra-

tion of the topic, I may say this : It is not many years

since, in the service, we degraded manhood with the lash,

and with the hot brand. We branded men on the cheeks,

and on other parts of their bodies, who were guilty of theft

or guilty of desertion. The lash was also used. Its use has

been abolished, and I think discipline can never be found

anywhere more perfect. When mutiny comes, and it comes

but seldom, it would be met with a revolver, and not

with a lash. I think I can give my own views in an

epigrammatic way the lash and the bastinado and civiliza-

tion do not harmonize.
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Superintendent JOSKPII F. SCOTT, of Massachusetts.

Mr. President: I am very glad to be able to add a word

to Captain Pope's report, for I want to thoroughly agree
with him on the matter of corporal punishment. I might

xay in explanation, before I went to the reformatory I

was connected with an institution where we used the strap,

and I can judge somewhat, having been in both those places,

the effect of the strap, and the effect when it is not used
;

and with that experience, I must say that I believe that

it is absolutely needless to use the strap in a penitentiary
or reformatory. My great objection to the strap is this

I am a believer in popular sentiment in a prison. I

believe in keeping that sentiment on the side of the admin-

istration. The prisoners should feel that they are justly and

fairly dealt with. It matters very little how they are pun-
ished if you do it justly, they will stand by you in it, and

will uphold an administration in carrying out such things.

You can lock up a man in a cell, and the other prisoners
will stand up and say, it serves him right; but just the

minute you begin to use a lash on prisoners, you lose that

sentiment, and they say, he is a poor fellow, and they

sympathize with him ; and for that reason I would not use

it, if I were permitted to. and in the state of Massachusetts,

while there is no law upon the statute books that forbids

the use of corporal punishment, it is done in but very few

of the institutions.

In Captain Pope's address, there are very few things to

which I could take exception, for it is most admirable in

every aspect ; but there is one thing that I believe in which

might be a little opposite to what he advocates, the pub-

lishing of the punishments throughout the prison. I believe

in a secret method. Instead of proclaiming to the prison at

large what a man's punishment is, let no man but the man
who is punished know what it is, if you can help it. Under
the indeterminate sentence system, we have a system of

reports. Each day, the reports come in on every man

throughout the prison, whether it is a good report or a

bad report. Those reports are taken in, and looked over, and
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marked. Then a statement of this report is made out, and

sent to each prisoner in a sealed envelope, so that nobody
not even the officer that reports him knows what his pun-
ishment is, as long as the prisoner chooses not to tell him

;

and I believe it to be one of the best systems which we can

devise. The officer should be taught that his duty ceases

as soon as he reports the fact
; that he has nothing what-

ever to do with the punishment, and it matters not to him

what that punishment is.

I sometimes think we make a mistake in feeling that we
must back up the subordinate officers in everything, whether

they are right or wrong. Some would not go so far as

that, but they would say, if there is a doubt it should be

given to the officer. I do not believe in that. I believe

that the superintendent should keep himself right before

his officers and his prisoners both, and that neither the

prisoner nor the officer can object to a just decision,

whether it comes upon one or from the other, and that

he is strengthened by every such decision that he makes.

I will go a little further in my statement as to the use

of corporal punishment. I am not much of a believer in

the dark-cell, although we use it considerably ;
but what

experience I have had with the dark-cell confirms me in

the belief that a light cell is even better than a dark one.

You put a prisoner into the dark-cell, with a board for a

bed, as we do, and in most cases he will lie down upon
his board and go to sleep, and he will sleep the biggest

part of the time he is in there, and he comes out not much
the worse for the punishment. I have had prisoners stay in

the dark-cell a long time in that way, as long as two or

three weeks. When you put a man into a light-cell, while

it seems not very severe to him at first, he begins to be

uneasy, and the first thought that comes to his mind, if

he can read, is,
"

If I had something to read, I would

read;" and one of the first things he will ask for is for

something to read, which of course should be denied him.

That uneasiness wears more upon prisoners than does the

dark-cell. I find that there is very little trouble in hand-
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ling the most refractory prisoner in this way. If you put
him in a cell, and he keeps coming back, just simply say
that you are through with him, and let him stay there.

He can not harm anybody ;
and tell him that you will be

around, in the course of two or three months, and see him.

That usually works out all the nonsense from liim. I never

had a man come back after he had been in three months.

We have quite an arrangement of these cells, light-cells

and dark-cells, cells above ground and cells below ground,
which we seldom use ; but if a man insists on making a

disturbance, if he is confined in a light-cell or dark-cell,

he goes down where he can not disturb us; and when he

finds he can not disturb us, there is usually very little noise

from him.

I agree with Major McClaughry, that if you have not

a prison where you have these facilities, the first thing you
should do would be to get them

;
but we must maintain

discipline wherever we are.

I think it is a mistaken idea, with a great many people
that a reformatory prison is a prison where they have lenient

discipline. There is no prison in which the discipline is so

strict, and you might say severe, as in a reformatory

prison, rightly conducted. The system keeps a hand upon
the prisoner every day. He is not allowed to run down
like an eight-day clock, and then be wound up again to

keep him right ; but we are after him at every offense that

he commits. If he does a thing to-day, even a slight

thing, against the rules, he is notified of it, he is repri-

manded, he is marked, the hand is continually upon him,

and for that reason there is very little liability of his break-

ing clear down
;

but I do wish to say that it seems

almost needless, if not foolish, to use the strap in a prison

of any kind.

Miss ELLEN C. JOHNSON, of Massachusetts. Mr. Presi-

dent : I am very sorry to be called upon, as you all must

know that I can not talk ;
but I will try to explain to you

my ideas.
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In the first place, I think it has been proved that pun-
ishment is not reform. By that I do not mean you
should have lax discipline. If you do not have proper dis-

cipline in prison, a fearful state of things will exist. I feel

that if there is a graded system of punishment in a prison,

every one may know just what to expect in case he vio-

lates the rules
;
and I believe in every one in prison know-

ing just exactly what is done. For instance, in my prison,

if there should be a misdemeanor at the table, such as

pushing away a little bread, and the prisoner should say,
" That bread is hard, I am not going to eat that," I think

that would be a great misdemeanor. People in prison are

there to eat that which is put before them. We have su-

pervisors who can see the bread, and know whether it is

proper or not
;

but if the bread is not good, the prisoner
knows that she can come to me, and say,

" This bread is

too hard, and I should like to have you see it." If the

bread is too hard, or is improper in any way for a person
to eat, it certainly would be changed ;

but if the complaint
is done in this way,

"
I am not going to eat this," and the

prisoner is trying to get up a revolt in the prison, then I

think there should be a certain thing applied for that cer-

tain offense. If it is the first offense, tell the prisoner that
"

It is a great privilege to you to take your meals at the

table. It is much better for your health; you enjoy your
food better

;
and everything is better for you. In order to

have the proper discipline, you will have to take your
meals in your room three days." If the offense .should

be repeated again, the deprivation will be one week ;

and it will be an accumulative process ail the way along.

Women prisoners do not like that sort of thing.

I had this experience, one evening, in one of the club

meetings, which had been exceedingly agreeable and pleas-

ant. It was next to the highest degree ;
and after the

meeting was over, a women got up to address me, and

spoke for the rest of the women prisoners. She said she

had been asked to do this because she knew better perhaps
how to do it than some of the rest. She said,

" We feel
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that we are not having what we ought to have. Our food

is not what we like. We have lived on oat-meal gruel

until we are thoroughly tired of it, and we can not eat it

longer at all. We are losing flesh. Wr
e are running down in

health
;
and we feel that we must have nourishment." There

were about eighty prisoners in this club at the time; and I

said,
" Now, I will settle this later. We have had our even-

ing, and the evening is closed, and I will attend to this to-

morrow." The next day, I sent for nine of the women,
who were the chiefs in speaking about the food ; and I

said to them,
"

I have looked this matter over, and I know

very well that you intended this as a compliment to me
;

at any rate, I have taken it as such. You have mistaken

your place, however. You thought you were in a first-class

boarding-house or hotel; bat you are not. You are in

prison, and certain things are prescribed for you to eat, of

which you must eat." After I had talked with them, I

took them to the packing-room, and weighed every woman,
and comoared that weight with the former weight ; and

the one who had gained the least in eighteen months was

fourteen pounds, and the one who had gained the most

was thirty pounds heavier ; and they felt very much de-

pressed about that, and very much ashamed, and I never

heard any thing more about the food from those prisoners.

I think there is always a way of getting at all people
without actually submitting them to anything very severe in

the way of physical punishment ;
and I think this meeting

shows great progress in the last eight years. I think there

are very few wardens in this room to-day who actually

believe in the use of the lash.

Warden J. B. PATTEN, of Indiana. Mr. President : I

should like to say something on the subject of compulsory
education in prison. We claim that we have had compul-

sory education, to a certain extent, in our prison. The
warden selects the names of all prisoners that are illiterate,

and they are sent to school. I do not know whether they
understand that they are compelled to go to school or not ;
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but they go to school all the same, and have never ex-

pressed any objection. They seem to take delight in it
;

and they progress well.

I believe in compulsion in a state prison, under all cir-

cumstances. I believe when a man forfeits his right to

citizenship, and is sent to prison, he has ceased to be a

citizen, and has no rights. He has forfeited all those

rights, consequently, he is turned over to the tender mer-

cies of our good wardens and the prison management, to

be reformed. He is properly restrained there, and may be

made to comply with all the rules and regulations of the

prison. Now I have thought a great deal on that question
of corporal punishment ;

and I do not care to take up your
time to give you my ideas in reference to it

;
but I think

I occupy the position of being the only warden now here

who has been investigated, and I had a little trepidation

about getting up, because I found the good fellows were all

on one side. They are not using the whip any more,

they are using the lash.

I apprehend there are but two things in reference to

corporal punishment, those are, sentiment and judgment.
The sentiment is all on the outside, and the judgment is

inside ; and a great many of these gentlemen have ex-

pressed themselves when they say you have got to resort

to punishment ;
and I am surprised to see Captain Pope,

one of our old Indiana men, raised right down within sound

of the bell of the old prison there I am surprised to see

him carry his army ideas into this congress. I know he is

very liberal, and we have been running along for five or six

years together in these things, trying to reform ourselves,

so that we can go back and reform our prisoners. I do

not believe there is a warden in the United States who is

cruel or inhuman, with the possible exception of myself. I

do not believe there is any one but desires to treat his

prisoners in the right kind of a way. I have met these

wardens, and I think they are a big-hearted set of men,
full of humanity. I hate corporal punishment as bad as

any man living ; but it seems to me there are cases where it
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is absolutely necessary. I have a man who has committed

four murderous assaults, and I would give any man a hun-

dred dollars who will give me a recipe to keep him from

fighting in prison. They fight on the outside, and when

they come to the prison they keep it up. I think if we
could solve that problem, we would be doing away with

one of the greatest difficulties in the way of our prison
work.
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THIRD DAY FRIDAY, JUNE 9, 1893.

THE congress was called to order in the Art Palace, Chi-

cago, at 10 o'clock, A. M., by Vice-President ROELIFF

BRINKERHOFF, of Ohio, and the meeting was opened with

an invocation by the Rev. JOSEPH RtJSHTON, of Chicago.
The president introduced Dr. P. D. SIMS, of Chatta-

nooga, Tennessee, who addressed the congress on the sub-

ject of

THE LEASE SYSTEM IN TENNESSEE AND OTHER SOUTHERN
STATES.

Mr. President, Ladies, and Gentlemen : I have not had

.an opportunity to prepare a written paper. I have been

requested to give a sort of history of the lease system in

Tennessee, or the prison system in Tennessee. Under the

circumstances, I can only make a brief running talk on

that subject; but if I should omit anything that any
member of the association would like to know with refer-

ence to this system in our state, or other southern states,

I would be glad to have inquiries made, which I will try

and answer so far as I am posted.

In order that you may correctly understand the condi-

tion of the lease system in Tennessee, I will give you a

little history of our prison system, ante-dating the lease

system, and leading up to it. Our prison was built in

1828 and 1829, 'for the penal wants of our state at that

time, when our prison population amounted to one hun-

dred or one hundred and fifty, and providing only, at the

outside, for the accommodation of some three hundred peo-
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pie, and not providing very well for that number. We
ran along through the years following with our prison man-

aged on ordinary state account. Some time between 1840
and 1844, the state undertook the project of building a

new state-house, .and they devoted largely the labor of the

penitentiary to that work. Those who were not employed in

that were employed in the manufacture, mostly, of agricul-

tural implements. Beginning in the forties, the prison labor

was continued in that work until the completion of the

building. As soon as the prison labor began to be em-

ployed in this way, it of course cut off the revenue that

had come into the state from the sale of the products of

the prison ;
and demands were made upon the state, at

each meeting of the legislature, for appropriations to meet

the expenses of the penitentiary. At last there began to

be a clamor about the penitentiary costing too much; and

in 1855, I believe, a committee was appointed to investi-

gate this question. That committee went back over the

history of the penitentiary from its erection to that date, and

gave it credit for the work it had done on the state cap-

itol, which credit had not been given in the criticisms of

the management of the state penitentiary.

This report showed a net profit of $174,000 to the credit

of the penitentiary account, from the time of the erec-

tion, including the cost of erecting, repairs, and all other

incidental expenses connected with the prison ;
and that

is the record on the journals of the legislature. For a

year or two after, these appropriations were made, but

the public generally lost sight of this favorable report, it

was buried finally on the journals of the legislature, and

the criticism of the expenditure continued until after the

war.

Soon after the close of the war, everything was in a demor-

alized Condition. Our prison population was largely increas-

ing, and we needed facilities for working the force profit-

ably in the penitentiary. A clamor was again raised for

cutting down the expenses, losing sight of the fact that the

penitentiary had paid a profit. It had been self-sustaining;
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which, by the way, is all that a prison ought to be.

But, at all events, a demand was' made for a change. At
that time, from a very remarkable consideration of econ-

omy and to save expense, the penitentiary was leased.

The first term of the lease was for a nominal sum. I do

not remember the amount now; and I am not sure but

a short lease was made merely to cover expenses. The
next lease was for a few thousand dollars. Some shrewd

business men acquired the lease of the penitentiary, and

converted it into a very profitable manufacturing establish-

ment, in the manufacture of agricultural implements, largely
of wagons. Pretty soon it was discovered that these men
were making fortunes out of the penitentiary. After a

time this lease expired, there were numerous contestants

for the lease, and it became a matter of competition ;
and

so the penitentiary was again leased, for $100,000 per
annum. This went on, and by and by criticisms of the

management began to be made, of this unjust way of

managing the prison an unprofitable way, in every sense,

of managing a state institution of that character, except
as to the mere question of money. While we had a

number of men in the state who were opposed to that

system of management, yet we had all the time to con-

tend against the monopoly that had been built up in

the penitentiary, and of course, the lessees appealed to

the prejudices of the people against an expense which

would be incurred by a change. They kept up, also, the

attitude that the penitentiary had always been a source

of expense, and not of profit, to the state
;

that it had

never sustained itself. While a few men who had investi-

gated the question knew differently, it was difficult to get
the truth before the great mass of the voters. And so

the controversy went on for a number of years, until by
and by the prison force became so large that the lessees

could not work it profitably within the prison walls, and

they made provision for subletting a portion of the force ;

and then the prison force was turned into the mining
of coal and iron. That also was profitable. That plan
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very soon developed a new opposition to the lease sys-

tem, but an opposition that cared nothing about the

treatment of the prisoner, nothing about the abuses of the

prisoner, nothing about the reformation of the prisoner,

but an opposition from that class of men who considered

that the employment of the prisoners in the mines was in

hurtful competition with their labor. We have had that

question before us for a number of years ;
and it is proper

to say that some of us regard the present system as an

evil and only an evil, and we welcome even this sort of

opposition to it. Now it comes up in this case, in the

management of a leased prison, and in the employment of

a prison force in mines. It is not the ordinary competi-
tion of the miner, but it is a complaint that the prison

force is in the hands of a mine owner, as a club which

he holds over the heads of his men. He tells his- employes,
"You submit to my terms or I will discharge you you
go out of my employ." He says to the regular laborer,

"If you leave this work, I will employ this non-resisting

force, this prison force." Reasonable competition is not

hurtful
;
but where the contractors have the available labor

of the prison, they can use that over the heads of the

free laborers
;

and in this they seem to give just cause

for complaint.
This contest went on, with a restive state of mind and

feeling among the whole mining population. Two years

ago, in one of the Tennessee mines, the trouble arose be-

tween a mine owner and the miners as to the weighing of

coal. Complaint had been made before to the legislature

by miners, that they were defrauded in the weights. The

legislature passed a law providing for a check-weighing ;

that weighmen were to be selected by the miners and paid

by the miners, but whose weight should be a check upon
the weighmen of the mine owner. In one of the mines of

East Tennessee, a complaint was made by miners that they
were being defrauded, and that the mine owner had refused

to allow or recognize the authority of the check-weigher,
and when positively demanded by the miners, it was posi-
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lively refused by the mine owners ; and the men struck,

went out of the mines, and that mine employed at once

the prison force substituting it for the free labor. That

began the trouble in East Tennessee, which very soon cul-

minated, as you remember, in an organized movement on

the part of all the miners and workers in the mines of

East Tennessee to break this thing up, by attacking the

stockades, destroying them, and turning the prisoners loose.

I suppose most of you are, to a considerable extent, con-

versant with the movement. The prisoners were turned out.

The governor was called upon to replace them, and to

protect them at their work in these mines. I believe they
were turned out from four mines in East Tennessee. The

governor went among these people with a force to reinstate

the mining camps; but at the same time promising the

representatives of the miners that he would call the leg-

islature together, and suggest and urge upon that legislature

that steps be taken to annul the lease, or if not to annul

it, then to do so at the expiration of the few years it had

to run to provide for its abandonment at the termination

of the lease. That seemed satisfactory to the miners; and

the legislature was called together by Governor Buchanan,
and he urged, in a message to that body, the importance
of passing such laws; but that legislature was elected by a

constituency rather opposed to the abrogation of the leas-

ing system, or to any system that would add to their

taxation, and legislators you know are always looking with

one eye to the rear to see that what they do will please
the people that do the voting. That legislature refused to

follow the advice of the governor, or to make any provision
whatever for the abrogation of the lease, or for the build-

ing of a penitentiary to accommodate the prison population,
or to provide for the abandonment of the lease at the ter-

mination of its time. They did, however, make a large

appropriation, to enable the governor to maintain the lease,

in the way of paying the militia force necessary to guard
the stockade. That went on, and it required quite a force

to carry it out, quite an expense to maintain the system,
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until a year ago, when we came to elect a new governor
and a new legislature. We were beginning to tremble under

the weight of taxation that was coming upon us to sup-

port the lease system, for instead of the lease bringing us

a profit, as had been the case theretofore, of from $50,000
to $75,000 a year net, after all the expenses of the state

incurred in taking care of the prison, we were compelled to

pay the sum of about $200,000. That was a strong argu-
ment among the mass of the voting population. In their

conventions, theretofore, they had generally passed resolu-

tions rather condemnatory of the lease, each political party-

playing with the question, to see which, could get the most

in its resolutions, and neither expecting to enact them into

a law when they got into the legislature. But now came
the demand from the people,

" We must cut down this

expense ;
we must abandon the lease system for one that

will cost us less money." We elected a legislature last

summer with that sort of a platform, and that sort of a

feeling back of it in both political parties ;
and we elected

a governor having the same conviction. Our legislature

met, and enacted a law providing for the purchase of

lands and the erection of new prisons, and for a division

and classification of the prisoners, and their distribution

in various branches of labor according to that classifica-

tion. The law provided for the appointment of a board

of commissioners, by the governor of the state. In the

first place, this division contemplated the purchase of coal

lands, and the erection of a penitentiary at the coal mines

by the state. One class of prisoners were to be placed
in that prison, and worked in the mines on state account.

The law also provides for the purchase of a farm in

another locality; and on that farm a penitentiary is to be

erected, with a plant for the employment of another class

of prisoners, and in a line of manufacture which may seem

for the best interest of the state. Another class of pris-

oners, not suitable for employment in the mines or at this

manufactory, are to be employed in the cultivation of the

farm, the products of the farm to go to the support of a
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prison. Provision is also to be made for the employment
of female prisoners. There is another department, separate
and distinct from all these, for first offenders, young offend-

ers, in the shape of a reformatory. All these questions
are given to the hands of this commission of three men,
and these men are now in the mountains of East Ten-

nessee, inspecting coal fields. When they have completed
their inspection, they will buy coal fields. Then they will

select a place for a more permanent prison on the farm,

which shall be in the neighborhood of some mercantile

point, with good railroad connections. When they have

adopted and put in execution all these plans, they are to

formulate a code of prison government. That code is to

be submitted to our next legislature, with the recommend-

ation that it pass into a law
;

and \ve must depend upon
our next legislature for the enactment of that code which

is made a feature of the law.

You will see at once that the broad scope of this com-

mission offers a large potency, both for good and for evil.

Very much depends on the wisdom, knowledge, and earn-

estness and integrity of these men. I think we have, in

many respects, a very good commission too many perhaps
from one profession, two of them being ex-jurists, one is

Judge Morgan, of Memphis, a man who has occupied the

chancellor's bench there for some time; another is Judge

Young, of East Tennessee, who has occupied a like position
in that part of the state; the other is a plain, practical

business man. While these men are not in any sense of

the word experts, still they are sensible men, anxious to

learn, anxious to give thorough investigation to the whole

question, and we hope very much good will result from

the work of the commission. I would have been glad to

have seen on the commission some man with a prison ex-

perience; but all those appointments are, unfortunately,

often made through political consideration, and that being
the case, we think we have been exceedingly fortunate in

getting as good a commission as we have. Now, that is

about the condition of the lease system in Tennessee.
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As to the general features of the lease system through-
out the south most of you are conversant. You know the

objections to it, and everything connected with it is objec-

tionable, even to the sordid, bare consideration of making
money ; because, whenever a set of people attempt to in-

augurate any system of penal discipline, bring into sight

or into consideration the question of making money out

of that system, the question of reformation of benefit to

the criminal, and through that means of benefiting society is

lost sight of.

Aside from the money question, there is nothing but evil

connected with the lease system. I had given, as many
of you know, several years of my life to the study of this

question. I had been for a number of years a member of

the Tennessee State Board of Health. Eight or ten years

ago, the chairman of our prison committee left the board,

and I was made chairman of that board. I began to in-

vestigate the question. It had generally gone along, as

such matters do, with a careless general supervision ;
but

I thought it my duty to look into it, and give it close in-

vestigation. The first thing I did was to investigate the

prison reports, to see what was being done. My attention

was at once attracted to the great mortality. We were

sustaining a mortality of seventy-seven per thousand in the

prison per annum
;
and the mortality in some of our branch

prisons ran up to one hundred per annum per thousand.

That struck me as being inordinately large ;
but I was not

conversant with the management of prisons, and I began

writing to various prison managers throughout the country
for their reports, to ascertain what their mortality was. I

soon discovered that the average mortality in all the leased

prisons was sixty and four-tenths per thousand
;

and that

the mortality in non-leased prisons was fifteen and one-

tenth, -exactly one fourth that of leased prisons. I made

up my mind at once that it was a bad system. That what-

ever there might be of good in it, we could not afford to

maintain a system that was killing four times as many as

another system. We have no right to take men's lives,
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in our effort to reform them, or to protect society from

them. Society has a right to protect itself against the

evil doer, but the best way to do that is to convert the

man or woman from an evil doer into a doer of good to

convert a destructive member of society into a construc-

tive member of society. All of that is lost sight of in the

lease system.
Now we have another evil in the south, and I suppose

it obtains to some extent in the north, but not to the

extent it does with us. Politics enter into this whole

question of prison management in the south. I come from

year to year to the meetings of this association, and I meet

largely the same men and women year after year, studying
these great questions ;

but I am sorry to say that I very
seldom meet with men from my own section the second

time. The officers who meet with us this year from the

south drop out next year. Our prison officials follow our

governors. They are appointed by the governor, and they
arc almost without exception turned out every year. Now
no man on earth can make an efficient prison official in two

years, according to my idea of prison management. This

is one of the greatest evils with our system. I went around

with the legislative committee last winter, to inspect the

prisons of our state. The commission asked me to ac-

company them. The deputy wardens are appointed by
the governor, the same as are the wardens. We found

but one man, in that tour of inspection who seemed to

be honestly and faithfully discharging his duty. I volun-

teered to state to that man, and that legislative committee

endorsed me in it, that we would try to have him reap-

pointed to that position. I myself wrote a letter to the

governor, and the committee wrote letters recommending
his reappointment. He was a brother-in-law and appointee
of the former governer, who had bolted the ticket, and

became the candidate of the populist party against the

successful candidate. All of this is equivalent to saying
to you, I suppose, that this warden was removed and
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another man put in. Now that is unfortunately the gen-
eral system in the southern states.

If I were addressing this association in Tennessee, or- in

any southern state, I would say much more in criticism of

my own people; but I do not take it to be in very good
taste to come away from them, and criticise them among
strangers ;

so I will beg to say no more of the prison

system in the south.

Secretary MlLLlGAN. Mr. Sims, will the commission ap-

pointed be likely to carry out the ideas embodied in the

new law?

MR. SIMS : I do not know. That commission, I be-

lieve, will honestly and faithfully endeavor to carry out the

law under which they are acting, in the selection of lands

and in the location of prisons. I believe, when they are

through with that and have come to formulate a law for

the government of the prisons, that these men will be

honest enquirers after the best methods. I saw Judge

Morgan a few days before I left, and urged upon him to

come with me to this meeting of the association,

as I did also urge his associate. Both of them ex-

pressed great desire to do so
;

but each one put it upon
the other. It was sprung, I think, upon them in

the moment, and they had not thought of it
;

in fact

they had a very vague idea, if any at all, of the ob-

jects of this association. Judges Young and Morgan both

said to me,
" We want to get in communication with

your association." I told them that, when they got ready
to act under the law (the law makes it their duty to visit

the better prisons of the United States, before adopting

plans, either of construction or management,) and to go on

their tour of inspection, that I would give them letters to

the various prisons I thought it best for them to visit. I

also promised that I would put them in possession of the

literature of this association; and I believe that I will have
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no trouble in bringing them into perfect harmony and

sympathy with this association. They have both promised
me that they will attend our next congress.

President BRINKERHOFF. This is a very interesting

subject, and it is now open for discussion. I am very

happy to say, in regard to the leasing system of the south,

that recent investigations show that it is practically at an

end. The only states that have not made any provision

looking to the abolition of the leasing system are Louisiana

and Florida. Arkansas, Alabama, and the Carolinas have

already made provision. Arkansas has made an arrangement

whereby, at the expiration of existing leases, they will not

be renewed. Alabama has, within the last three months,
taken a long step forward.

We will have before us, on Saturday night, a copy of the

prison report of the national congress, and which will show
that Alabama has provided by law for the abolition of the

system, upon the expiration of the leases now in force, and

for the grading of the prisons, and classification of the pris-

oners. Alabama comes to the front, at least on paper, as

one of the foremost states in this country. Arkansas and

the others will follow.

On motion of Mr. WINES, Colonel CHARLES E. FELTON
and the SECRETARY were made a committee on the publica-

tion of the proceedings of this congress.

The CHAIRMAN announced that, agreeably with an ac-

cepted invitation, the members of the congress would visit

the Northern Illinois State Penitentiary, at Joliet, to-mor-

row, June 10, 1893, hence no further sessions of the con-

gress would be held. He also called the attention of the

members to the coming sessions of the International Con-

gress of Charities, Corrections and Philanthropy, commencing

July 12, 1893, at the Art Institute; and desired that they
be present, especially at the meetings of the section devoted
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to criminology, as its work was, to our members, a continu-

ation of their own in this congress.

Adjourned. ^
JOHN L. MILLIGAN, Secretary.

NOTE. For the reason that the Proceedings of the International Con-

gress of Charities, Corrections, and Philanthropy will be published at an

early date, in volumes corresponding to this, that portion of the proceed-

ings of that congress relating to Criminology which it was intended to

publish in this volume will be omitted. [See page 23 of this volume.}
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